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Take advantage of
BG's local offerings
Call us, write us and don't forget to come home.
y Most of us hear something like this when our
move in is complete and Mom and Dad are ready to
hit the road. A reference to home — the world of our
parents and original friends.
But Bowling Green becomes home quickly, and it
is up to us to make the most of it.
Perhaps the most traumatic part of college is being plucked out of the comfortable environment of
our first 18 years.
The senior "king of the hill" status we waited so
long for has passed all too quickly and we are freshmen once more. At most a handful of our high school
friends have chosen to come to Bowling Green. Our
parents, annoying as they can be, are no longer there
to provide stability.
Even those with few pleasant memories of home
may find the transition to independence difficult.
At first, it is comforting to visit our parents often.
Our weekends are crammed with visits to family and
friends and anyone else we know, trying to keep the
old habits alive.
But one day at your parents' home, both you and
your folks will be shocked the first time you say "I
can't wait to get back home and..."
It is hard to believe, but Bowling Green will become home very quickly.
Simple math proves this. If all goes well, you will
spend 36 months here in four years. (Actually, that's
if everything goes really well.)
Nine months every year of classes, parties, work,
study and other activities.
Make the most of it.
Root for the home team. Falcon hockey is a
nationally ranked program and a 1984 national
champion. The men s basketball team has a legitimate shot at the MAC title and a national tournament bid this year, while the women's basketball
and volleyball teams are regular MAC champions.
Adopt the Falcons — cheer the gridders on to the
California Bowl this year instead of sitting home
Saturdays to watch other collegiate teams.
Learn about your local leaders. Mayor Ed Miller is
always open to meet with students, and city council
meetings are often embarassingly empty as issues
affecting students are decided. Organize on issues
you believe in and write state Congressman Randy
Gardner or U.S. Congressman Paul Gilmore.
Run for office yourself. Undergraduate Student
Government provides an excellent opportunity for
students to have a say in their collegiate environment.
Join a club. Professional organizations for almost
every major exist here on campus and offer a great
way to learn about your future career as well as
meet others with similar goals.
Other student groups with such diverse interests
as juggling, war-gaming, flying and poetry also have
regular meetings.
This is your University — your new home — make
the most of it!
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Free Frieda from old stereotype
Welcome, freshmen.
By now, that phrase is probably
sounding pretty lame. You were
welcomed upon admission by the
administration in some sort of
form letter.
You were welcomed this summer by the pre-registration staff
in your hectic two-day introduction to the University.

filtering through your mind:
How long can I leave my car
parked in the loading dock before
It is construed as a hazard?

University since 1927, when University teams dropped the label
of Normals or Teachers. The
name, chosen because of the
strength and tenacity of the bird,
Do I really look like the picture was suggested by Ivan Lake, a
in my older brother's driver's li- 1923 University graduate and at
cense?
the time the editor of the BG SenDoes it always take 34 tries to tinel-Tribune. (He thought Falget through to the STAR system? con would fit well into headlines,
too, but our rivals in the MAC
You were welcomed this weekdon't need to know that).
end by your residence hall staff
as you and your parents (who
Each spring, University stuwere growing more and more
dents audition for the chance to
irate about the lack of elevators
spend a year in a bird suit. The
on this campus by the minute)
four winners — two male and two
toted all your earthly belongings
female — don feathers, orange
up three flights of stairs into a
high top tennis shoes, and in
room you are sharing with
Frieda's case, an apron at Falcon
someone you have probably
intercollegiate athletic events
never met (who, it can be safely by
throughout the year. Their identiassumed, is from somewhere
ties remain secret until they are
Lynn M.
beheaded at the final home
near Cleveland).
And last, but certainly not Gagel
hockey and mens'basketball
least, you have been welcomed by
games.
every motel, car dealership, fast
The students who hide under
Will the workers at Taco Bell the costumes are to be commenfood restaurant and convenience
mart in Bowling Green with one mind if I purchase my 59 cent ded. Freddie and Frieda seem to
of those flashing arrow signs with taco with 54. pennies and a nickel? be everywhere at University athchangeable letters as you left In- Did that information booth RE- letic events, cheering on the Falterstate 75 and drove down East ALLY cost $600,000?
con athletes and urging fellow
Did I pick the right major?
students to do the same. Their
Wooster Street.
But all that welcoming, despite
impact on spirit at the University
Am I at the right school?
What do I really want to do with is immeasureable.
its growing similarity to a scratched record, should remind you my life?
Yet. the question remains: Why
And then, just when you least are the strings of that orange
of one thing: YOU ARE HERE!
At last, college, that stuff of low- expect it, the BIG question will lace-trimmed apron wrapped
budget movie plots.
around Frieda's waist? I've
WHY IS FRIEDA FALCON cheered on the Falcons from here
Seriously though, during the
next few weeks, as you become WEARING AN APRON?
to Maine, at more athletic events
You've probably seen Freddie than I can count, and I don't reacclimated to the University and
college life, the inevitable soul- and Frieda on campus — the call Frieda flipping pancakes in
searching questions will surface, feathered fowl are as much of a the Ice Arena or frying cod on
as they nave for thousands of Bowling Green tradition as are bun, that University favorite, in
University students before.
burnt orange and seal brown. Anderson Arena. So why the
They may have already been They've been the mascots of the apron?

What's
The

Point

I don't think it's Intentionally
sexist. In fact, the University is
actually miles ahead of other
schools. We have a Frieda, but I
don't see Brutus and Betty Buckeye at Ohio State or Rudy and
Rebecca Flyer at the University
of Dayton.
Still, is it right? The stereotypical image of a woman bedecked
in an apron, slaving away in a
kitchen is one of the past. Not
many of the women enrolled at
the University are here just to
learn to cook. Most would like to
further their education, enrich
themselves and prepare for future careers. While a family life
may be part of that picture, I
doubt that many harbor dreams
of being the next June Cleaver,
and even Carol Brady had a
housekeeper.
Isn't it time Frieda gave up the
American dream of the 50s as
well? Her smaller size and
different markings distinguish
her from Freddie — not the
apron. She could probably find
another place to put the candy
she stores in the pockets and
throws to the Falcon tans.
She could appear in feathers or
a BG jersey like Freddie. She
could carry a briefcase or doctor's bag or even a bookbag.
Or maybe, if equality is what
we're really striving for, she and
Freddie could take turns wearing
the apron. And Freddie could occasionally cook dinner for Frieda
after the game.
Lynn M. Gagel a is junior
news-editorial journalism major
from New Bremen who owns no
aprons. She is also the assistant
editorial director for the News.

Diversity challenges students
Student X is from a pleasant
community in central Ohio with a
population of about 35,000. The
student has just moved into a
small, sparsely furnished dorm
room and begins to store her belongings.
Some time passes and Student
Y arrives. She was raised in a
large Northeast Ohio urban
community.
Uncomfortable pleasantries
are exchanged; names and
hometowns are easily discerned
from the silly penguin signs on
the door.
Conversation is forced and gushes quickly, but soon becomes
stifled and smothered like the
garments being shoved into
closets.
Each woman places her belongings, trying to economize space
effectively. All the while both of
the new students steal glances at
their new roommate and her possessions.
The silence is heavy and makes
the small room seem even more
cramped.
However, in the open expanses
of their minds, the women furiously chatter *.ith private
thoughts.
Student X: She seems pretty
cool. And I really like some of her
outfits. Maybe she'll let me borrow that jacket. I'm probably too
big to wear most of her things.
Hmm? Look at the music she's
fot There are tons of tapes and
've only heard of a couple. Who
in the world is Snap or En Vogue?

Student Y: I wonder what's up you."
with this girl. She seems nice.
"Oh."
What's up with all that makeup?
The two women heft the small,
Cool! She's got an answering yet bulky, appliance onto a shelf
machine.
in frustrated silence. How they so
much want to connect. To be liked
I wish I had gotten here first. I by their roommate.
feel like it's more her place than
Each woman had come to the
mine even though she probably university with expectations and
was only here 15 or 20 minutes be- fears, but for each their prognosfore me.
tication had been different beStudent X: Let's see, I could cause of their environment and
culture.
Student X: Now, she probably
thinks I'm a snotty redneck.
Yeah, she thinks I'm racist for
sure now. I know I'm not. but I
am uncomfortable with her —
that's for sure.
There weren't any black kids in
high school. Hell, there weren't
any at the city school either. I'm
really interested in her lifestyle,
but how do I ask about things like
by
that without seeming patronizing
James A.
or fake?
Student Y: Fine. She thinks I'm
Tinker
some kinda hard ass now. Please.
Who says "Please?" when they
put this poster over here. Maybe mean "What?"
we should talk about moving the
I don't know.
beds. I wonder if we can.
I knew it would probably be like
This is going to be awful. We're this when I applied here, so I realnever going to have anything to ly don't know why I came. Well,
talk about. She'll probably think because of the cost and the good
I'm a redneck hick. I hate this.
teaching program, but I've
Student Y: I suppose I could already dissed my roommate.
stick this over here, but will the
Back home I fit in. Now I'm goplug reach the outlet? Yeah, ing to stick out like, well, a black
good. She's tall, she can help me sheep. Maybe I should have gone
with it.
to a different school. But why
"Hey, could you help me with should I feel limited just because
the fridge?"
of who I am and my heritage?
"Please?" the smalltown
Student X: Why should I feel
woman replied.
like such a loser just because of
"OK, will you pleas help with who I am and where I come
the refrigerator?" the student from?
from the metropolis shot back.
With quiet realization the
"Oh, sure. I Just didn't hear. women stopped what they were

Toys in

My
Attic

doing and with deep breaths began a real conversation. They
laughed aloud as their words
jumbled together into nonsense.
Finally, the two stopped putting
things away, sat down and started letting things out. Each
learned a great deal about each
other that day and throughout the
year.
Nevertheless, they gravitated
to people they felt more comfortable with. Such relationships
weren't challenging, but they
were much easier.

Respond
The BG News editorial page
is your campus forum.
Letters to the editor should
be a maximum of 200-300
words in length and should be
double-spaced, and signed.
Address or on-campus mailbox number along with your
telephone number for varification, must be included.
The News reserves the
right to reject any material
that is offensive, malicious or
libelous. All submissions are
subject to condensation.
Please address all submissions to:
Editorial Editor
The BG News
211 West Hall

V

Tickets belong in left field
My dad says I'm a liberal because I don't pay taxes.
He's wrong.
(I'm afraid those of you expecting a baseball-type commentary
in this spot are out of luck. I'm not
talking about the left on a ball
diamond).
Like I said, he's wrong. First of
all, everyone pays taxes — liberals and conservatives both. The
government doesn't care whom
you voted for when vou owe.
Secondly. I think I pay more
annually in parking tickets than
any living human being. And I
count parking tickets as taxes
right along with the dough they
take out of my pay check.
I had only been in Bowling
Green maybe three hours last
week and this miserable little
town had already sucked a dollar
out of me.
Bowling Green has the most efficient army of meter people ever
assembled. They must lie in and
wait behind the bushes watching
for me to spend too long in some
store. I've never seen one of
them, but God knows they're
around. My whole life, I never got
a parking ticket in my home
town, but after three years here,
the city of Bowling Green has all
but bankrupted me.

But I am not a liberal because I car."
don't pay taxes. I pay my parking
"Wynne, the city of Toledo is
tickets because, after all, I ear- threatening to tow your car."
"Wynne, the city of Columbus
ned them. And I do like the idea of
having nice parking meters and is threatening to tow your car."
"Well I'd like to see them come
well-paid meter people in the city
up here and take it," I said.
' 'Wynne, pay the ticket.''
I think the meter people must
really enjoy this week every year
— the week when all the students
come back and the city is full of
cars looking for a spot to park.
by
I think if I were from Bowling
Wynne
Green I'd hate this week of invasion and I'd want to hand out all
Everett
the parking tickets I could write.

Leftfield

So be careful where you park in
where I live.
(As efficient as they are. yes, I Bowling Green and how long you
stay
there. If your home town is
think the meter people in this
anything like mine and conditown deserve to be well-paid).
tioned you to ignore those little
I paid my parking ticket, be- poles around parking spaces,
cause I don't have any problem they'll get you for sure.
And chances are they won't
with the idea of taxes per se, but
I'll admit I'm never wild about it, care which party you vote for.
or even very prompt. Last year, I
think this city (and a few others)
Wynne Everett is a senior
threatened to tow my car a couple news-editorial journalism major
of times, but since it is registered from Mount vernon, where the
in my fine Repubican father's meter people are considerably
name, he usually heard it first.
lazier than here in Bowling
"Wynne, the city of Bowling Green. She is also the editorial diGreen is threatening to tow your rector for the News.

The 6G News editorial page offers thoughtful commentary j

Dear members of the
class of 1994,
In a few short days you
will begin one of the most
exciting periods of your life.
I am pleased that you have
chosen Bowling Green State
University asyour university.
You are the reason the
University is here, and all of
us who work here, and love
this school, are delighted
you're with us. We'll help
you in every way we can.
Your first experience as a
new student will be the
Freshman Convocation on
Sunday, Aug. 26, at 4 p.m.
The convocation will be our
opportunity to welcome you
to the city of Bowling Green
and the Bowling Green
State University campus.
The convocation will be
held in Memorial Hall and I
hope to see you there!
I do hope that your college
experience gets off to a fine
start and even exceeds your
highest expectations. Best
wishes for an exciting and
productive collegiate career.
PaulJ. Olscamp,
President
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in the Student Union

SEE OUR NEW LOOK!

Bowling Green
OFFICERS'

it be a student group, band,
Members of the Class of 1994,
In 1900, Harvard University's fraternity or sorority, athletic
President Eliot told the freshman team and so on, it is in need of enclass that they should "not put off thusiastic leadership. Each of
in four years what they could do you is a leader in your own way
in three —meaning graduate. At and I challenge you to use your
today's more complex universi- talents and abilities to work tor a
ties, the wealth of options and op- better university community.
Krtunities offered to students Is Best of luck to you as you begin
i great to resist. BGSU is no ex- the year. If there is anything we
ception. Whatever your interest, can do for you, please let us know
— our door is always open. Weltheir is a niche here for you.
I urge you to not only become come to Bowling Green.
Kevin Coughlin
actively involved in student activUSG President.
ity, but to take the lead. Whether

ttie Uttle Shop

&

l 1 Bedroom $350
i 2 Bedroom $400
i 9-Month and 12-Month
Leases

Coughlin encourages
involvement, activity

President
welcomes
freshmen
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Knowledge helps stop AIDS
by J.J. Thompson
staff writer

Most students know the dangers AIDS poses and are aware of
ways to avoid contracting the
deadly disease, but few are actually taking the preventive steps to

Means of
transmitting
AIDS:
1. Sexual contact
2. Sharing needles
3. Mother-child
4. Contact with
infected blood
or semen

avoid it.
"The awareness is there, but
people are not doing much to stop
the spread of AIDS," Betsy Bunner, AIDS education director of
Ohio's colleges and universities
said.
Bunner said students do not
take precautions because they do

Myths about
AIDS

transmissions:
1. Can be acquired
by casual contact
2. It is not passed
through heterosexual activities
3. The "It won't happen to me* belief

OPEN:
Daily 11.00 am

* 352 4663*
1432 E. Wooster

Pasta & Subs

All Day Delivery

SUBS
STARTER ...
HURDLER ..
SPRINTER ..
PACER
RUNNER ....
JOGGER ....
MARATHON
WALKAWAY
RELAY

$3.50 Minimum
Regulars

not think AIDS is passed through
heterosexual intercourse and do
not think it could happen to them.
Many students are sexually active prior to attending college,
Bunner said, but the number of
partners usually increases after
students start college.
This increase in partners puts
students at a greater risk of contracting the disease, Bunner said.
About two of every 1,000 students may be HTV infected,
meaning they have the virus and
can pass it on. These students
may develop AIDS in the future,
she said.
The students would not know
for five to 11 years they had contracted the virus unless they were
tested, Bunner said.
Meanwhile, they may remain
sexually active and pass it on, she
said.
Ways to prevent contracting
the disease include not sharing
needles, not having sexual contact where body fluids are
exchanged, knowing your partner, and using condoms.
Bunner suggests using latex
condoms with nonoxynol-9 spermicide, and said natural membrane condoms are not recommended since they are porous,
making it possible for the AIDS
virus to be passed.
If students plan to use condoms, they also should practice
proper use, Bunner said, and
practice purchasing them and
putting them on.
"Women should know how to

Ham. Salami, Provolone Cheese
$3.00
Swiss & Provolone
$3.00
Turkey
$3.00
Ham & Swiss
$3.00
Tuna
$3.75
Roast Beef
$3.75
Ham, Salami, Turkey, Swiss. Provolone $3.75
Salami. Turkey, Pepperoni. Provolone . $3.00
Roast Beef. Ham, Turkey. Provolone ... $4.00

put a condom on," she said,
'•They shouldn't rely on males to
take the lead."
Another precaution is AIDS
testing.
The Medical College of Ohio
offers testing, Bunner said, and
students can contact the college
at 381-3741. The Toledo Department of Health at 245-1700 also
offers free and anonymous tests.
The University is also contributing to the fight against the
spread of AIDS by offering a one
credit hour AIDS course.
The class was started two years
ago by Clyde Willis, Dean of the
College of Health and Human
Services.
"I felt students at Bowling
Green should have the opportunity to have forma! information on
all aspects of AIDS." he said.
The goals of the class include
Broviding basic factual informaon, providing the opportunity to
meet with a panel of persons with
AIDS, and to give students an understanding and ability to change
behaviors they exhibit
Since it began two years ago,
the course has had a good" response from students. Even
though the class was not in the
registration manual, 130 students
registered for the course last semester.
"Students are very receptive to
it," Bunner said.
Section 5217 of the AIDS course,
HHS 200 is still open, and students
are encouraged to register
through the STAR system.

CATHOLIC?

Active Fact Line
expands to help
discover answers
by James A. Tinker

managing editor
Campus Fact Line will
receive about 84,000 calls
this semester from students, faculty, local citizens
and alumni across the country and around the globe.
Averaging 800 calls per
day and even more inquiries
(due to multiple question
callers), Fact Line operators are expected to increase service because of
expanded hours and a justacquired computer system.
The new $3,500 personal
Computer allows Fact Line
operators immediate access
to information on subjects
ranging from aardvarks to
zygotes, saving countless
hours, according to Gardner
McLean, associate public
relations director.
Information access is further enhanced by an extra
operator from noon to 4 p.m.
weekdays, he said, thus
probably peaking efficiency.
"We can't go much faster
and still give out good service." McLean said.
Service demand should be
at its semester height this
week with more than 2,200
calls Monday and 2,600 callers expected Wednesday.
This semester's hours
are:

■ noon to midnight August 25 and 26;
■ 8 a.m. to midnight Monday Aug. 27 through Friday
Sept.1.
Regular hours : ■ 10 a.m.
to midnight Monday
through Friday,
■ noon to midnight Saturday and Sunday.
Fact Line began in 1971 as
an attempt to dispel rumors
swirling on campuses during the Vietnam War — especially in the wake of the
Kent State University shootings.
On the first day of operation only a dozen calls were
received, but it quickly became apparent there was a
need for general information.
"The most common
tcalls) are administrative
1 nature — people trying to
figure out how the University works," McLean said.
Unfortunately, about 2,000
prank calls are received
each year from people
wanting answers to questions such as "How many
squirrels are on campus?
or "What is the meaning of
life?"
"[Fact Line] is not your
personal 'Jeopardy' .... no
matter what your professors tell you, there are stupid questions," he said.
Some seemingly prank
D See ■acts, page 5.
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University Bookstore
New and Used Textbooks.

We Buy Back Books Everyday!
SPECIAL ORDER BOOK SERVICE
CHILDREN'S BOOKS
BEST SELLERS
PAPERBACKS
STUDY AIDS
MAGAZINES
CALCULATORS
COMPUTER SOFTWARE

BGSU SWEATSHIRTS & T-SHIRTS
ART & SCHOOL SUPPLIES
FILM & DEVELOPING
GREETING CARDS
BGSU IMPRINT ITEMS
HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS
COMPUTER SUPPLIES
GIFTS

EXTENDED HOURS FOR FALL OPENING
OPEN
SATURDAY 8/25 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
SUNDAY 8/26 Noon - 6 p.m.
8/27
8/28
8/29
8/30
8/31
9/01

Master Card/Visa Accepted
PHONE: 419-372-2851

Mon.
Tues.
Wed.
Thurs.
Frt.
Sat.

8
8
8
8
8
9

a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.

-

8
8
8
8
5
5

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

9/04
9/05
9/06
9/07
9/10
9/11

Tues.
Wed.
Thurs.
Fri.
Mon.
Tues.

8 a.m. - 8 p.m.
8 a.m. - 6 p.m.
8 a.m. • 6 p.m.
8 a.m. • 5 p.m.
8 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Resume Regular
Hours

CLOSED
Sun. 9/02, Mon. 9/03 (Labor Day)

REGULAR HOURS
Mon. - Fri.
Sat
Sun.

" Ths University Bookstore is owned and operated by Bowling Green State University for the purpose of supplying
its students with textbooks,, classroom materials and to supply all of your college needs.

8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Closed
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Freshman parking plan to begin
by Jeremy S. Weber
staff writer

Much criticism has been
leveled on the University's new
parking plan, but the Parking and
Traffic division has made
changes over the summer to ensure student safety.
An additional shuttle bus, a van
service, newly installed emergency phones and campus security officers working near Lots 6
and 19 should make students
parking in these lots more comfortable, said Parking Facilities
Superintendent Keith Monto.
"Hopefully, with the shuttle
and the van services, this plan
may even be more convenient for
students," Monto said.
The new plan requires all
freshmen to park in Lot 6 (near
the football stadium), with any
overflow parking in nearby Lot

"We will transport students to and from the
lots. We obviously can't be there right when
they step out of their cars, but we have made
it safer for students."
-Keith Monto, Parking Facilities Superintendent
19. "We wul transport students to
and from the lots," Monto said.
"We obviously can't be there
right when they step out of their
cars, but we have made it safer
for students."
Monto said the shuttle service
has been upgraded with the purchase of a second 24-seat bus this
summer.
During weekdays, a bus will
stop at the lots every 10 minutes
between 8 a.m. and 8 p.m., he
said. One bus will run from 6
a.m.-8 a.m. and 8 p.m.- midnight
on these days.

A van service also will be
available from midnight-6 p.m.
and on weekends, he said. Transportation must be requested by
calling 372-RIDE.
The van service will take students directly to their residence
halls, while the shuttle service
will pick up and drop off students
at designated areas only, said
Barbara Waddell, public information officer.
A survey will be conducted this
year to see how the shuttle and
van services can be improved,
Monto said.

hockey scores, he said.
Although, Fact Line operators are eager to answer
legitimate questions accurately, they have no intention of making decisions for
people.
"We try to answer every
question, but we try not to
give advice," he said. "We're not here to give our opinions."

One operator said the Job
is rewarding on two levels,
because it is enjoyable to
help others and makes her

Facts
D Continued from page 4.
phone calls can be serious.
"We had two calls this
summer from Tokyo,"
McLean said, adding they
have received calls from all
SO states, Canada, South
America and Europe.
One alumnus living in
Connecticut calls every
Friday and Saturday during
the winter in order to learn

In addition to the new shuttle
bus, Monto said emergency
Ehones nave been installed by lots
and 19. Campus security officers will also be on duty from 7
a.m. to midnight, he said.
The reason for moving freshmen to Lot 6 is to help reduce the
number of students parking on
campus, he said.

Perms
Haircuts
Sculptured nails
llicoU,

Manicures
Hair Coloring
Highlighting

Where The Money Goes:
Allocation of Instructional Fees
Graduate Student - ao-/
Fee Waivers
*•■* '•

"Do you know what parking is
like on campus?" he said. "We
are trying to alleviate a crowded
parking situation."
Waddell agreed the move was
made to reduce on-campus parking congestion.
"Obviously, we all want to park
close to campus, but we all
can't," Waddell said.
Monto said 1,248 decals were issued to freshmen last year.

Source- Plonning and
Information bosod on 1990 - 9T"
Budgeting OHlco Educational Budget
Percentage* bat*d on a instructional »•• of $2 292

Graph*: by Sean Risser

one of the most informed
persons on campus.
"You know who to talk to;
you know where to go."
139 W. Wooitor,
Bowling Orson

^t>f R.E. MANAGEMENT
J3** '

is currently leasing
apartments. Come in today
for a complete listing of

available units.

WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS

5

113 Railroad St.
(Next to Kinkos)

352-9302

Celebrate
50 years
of the
American

lllarla, oLila, JktUy, ■J.tah, Oiuif, JF tiuiifir, JuJan

354-7437
Modern, new.
clean tanning
facility

TANNING STUDIO - SURF SHOP
OPEN MON.-FRI. 9-7, SAT. 9-5

Special Tanning
Packages

MAINTAIN YOUR TAN

Air Conditioning 44 UVA - UVB Bulbs
Outstanding Service

New Clothing Lines
Have Just Arrived!
Featuring:

*8>

O Panama Jack O Gotcha
O California Surf Wear
• Beach Shoes • Sandals
• Beach Condos from Miami Beach

O Jams from Hawaii • Lotions • Sunglasses
O Children's Beachwear
• Surf Boords • Surfing Stickers
O Suntan Lotions • Boating Clothes

YOUNG'S
NEWSSTAND
Your On*
Stop Nowi
Hoodquorrort
178 S. Main
STYLING STUDIO

315 E. Wooster
354-1477
Open Mon - Sat
Call for Appointment

WELCOME TO BOWLING GREEN
FROM

B.G. 'S FINEST RESTAURANT
Serving N. W. Ohio for nearly 40 years...

• Daily Lunch & Dinner Specials
• All Your Favorite Snacks,
Sandwiches, & Cocktails
e Extensive Dinner Menu
FOR YOUR INITIAL VISIT TO
INTRODUCE YOU TO OUR RESTAURANT

10% DISCOUNT
Off a Complete Meal
163 S. MAIN STREET
352-2595

393-2176

Jewelry

Buy One Tanning Visit Get One Free
EXPIRES SEPTEMBER 30
COUPON GOOD FOR ONE VISIT ONLY

CLEARANCE

SALE

25%

OFF

6
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Debit system started for copies
by Jill Novak
n«w» editor

Making photocopies in the University libraries now will be easier thanks to a new debit card
system installed this summer.
Instead of using coins in the
copy machines, students and f acuity now can purchase plastic
debit cards with varying amounts
of credit up to |99.
This new system was designed
to replace older photocopiers and
reduce the problems associated
with malfunctioning equipment
and the bother of having to obtain
change, said Rush Miller, dean of
libraries.
However, the cost for copies Is
now 7 cents with the debit card
and 10 cents for the two still — retained coin operated copiers, an
increase from the past 5 cent fee.
"I'd like to stress we are by no
means out to make a profit," Miller said, adding the 5 cent fee had

been retained for as long as possible.
According to Bonnie Gratch,
director of Information Services,
"we had to pay a lot more for
these machines," adding she
hopes students can appreciate the
price increase because of all of
the new features on the equipment.
The library has been exploring
the idea of a debit card system for
two years. Miller said, and one of
the first ideas explored was to incorporate the student identification card along with the Food
Operations debit system.
However, the debit system
Campus Dining Services selected
does not have a library application, Miller said, so using student
IDs was not practical or possible.
The new system was necessary
because old copy machines had
"pretty well reached their life
expectancy," which is generally
six or seven years for public copy
machines, Miller said.

Only two or three universities
in the state do not have a debit
card system, and it was time for
the University to keep up with the
new technology, he said.
In addition, the Xerox company
offered an irresistible deal where
the copiers could be leased at
reasonable rates, Miller said.
To use the system, students
first must purchase a blank debit
card for $1 in the photocopy room
of Jerome Library or the entrance of the Ogg Science library.
After purchasing the card,
etrons re-insert it along with $1,
, $10 or $20 bills to add value up
to $99 on the card.
Students and faculty also have
the opportunity to charge a minimum of $5 to their bursar account for debit card use at the
change desk in Jerome library.
According to Miller, between
3,000 and 4,000 students and faculty have already purchased debit
cards, which were first available
in the middle of July.

The new copiers provide numerous advantages for library
patrons, Miller said.
They are specifically designed
to copy books and preserve book
bindings, unlike the old copiers.
Improved quality, more options
for copy enlargement or reduction and the ability to hold more
paper are all features of the new
machines.
In addition, patrons do not have
to worry about continuously inserting more change each time
which saves a great deal of time.
Problems so far with the debit
system have occurred with people jamming the machines in attempts to use other cards, such as
credit cards or student ID cards
in the copiers.
Several students also have lost
their cards, which can not be refunded. Students are urged to be
conscious of not forgetting their
cards, since they could be used by
anyone who might find them.

.coupon.

LARGE PIZZAS

BO New./Jay Murdock

Dreary Drizzle

IQI

Deb, a senior Rho Chi, walls to take her pledge group Into the
Chi Omega House "What surprises me I* that the weather hasn't
dampened spirits." she said.

wilh iwo Hems ol your cholce-PLUS-

MUGS OF S 13.95

UNIVERSITY SPORTSWEAR
AT HILLS DISCOUNT PRICES

CREW NECK SWEATSHIRT

FLEECE JAMS

SWEATPANTS

Q97

S-M-L-XL.
Made in USA.

W

everyday
even

Q97
W everyday
even

S-M-L-XL.
Made in USA.

3/4 SLEEVE FOOTBALL JERSEY

BASEBALLCAP

Men's S-M-L-XL.
Made in USA.

Adjustable to fit all sizes.
Made in USA.

1

everyday
even

Men's S-M-L-XL.
Made in USA.

■ r\iAf
a-»«=jl#

^sw even
everyday

Made in USA.

I r.rmliiyi.'

Q97
W even

•vary day

Woodland Mall - Newton Road & Route 25
9:30-10 Monday-Saturday/11-6 Sunday
Nobody Beats Hills!
We will match any local competitor's currant
advertised price on the same item: simply bring in their ad.
Double and triple coupons, clearance and flat percentage off
promotions are excluded.
(See service desk for details)

There's No Risk lb Shopping At Hills.

W everyday
ever,

LADIES'S TEDDY BEAR SWEATSHIRTS
White. S-M-L-XL.
JIJI07

T-SHIRT
100% cotton. Men's S-M-L-XL.
Made in USA.

Q97

■ ■ *"
■ ■ everyday
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Looking at student life
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Many facets ol student life contribute to the University experience.
Greek lite (upper left) provides excitement and a chance lor socialization at organized events. The bar scene (upper right), represented
by this photo of night life In Howard's Club H, Is a popular tensionreliever for the "Over 21" crowd. In-comlng students will quickly
learn Bowling Green weather can change on a moments notice
and leave them without protection, as happened to these women
(middle right). Undergraduate Activities Organization brings toprated bands and comedians to campus each year. Last year,
comedian Howie Mandel (lower left) and musician Stanley Jordan
entertained students. Although college Is an exciting and fun experience, many hours of hard and studying pay off for graduates each
semester (lower right).

Photographs
By
John Grieshop
Paul Vernon
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'Crime Connection' proposed

New

safety director

Witnesses would be offered cash Incentives for information Stressing active aid
by Lori Miller
staff writer

— A new University program — if approved — will enable police to
solve many campus crimes that usually go unsolved.
"Crime Connection" will give students a chance to fight crime and
possibly receive cash rewards for their tips, according to Barbara
Waddell, coordinator of the program and public information officer.
*°; "Almost every crime is witnessed by somebody or somebody knows
'" • something about it," she said.
io The basis for the program is a hotline number which students are
encouraged to call while retaining complete anonymity, Waddell said.
9(1
As soon as an easy-to-remember phone number is secured, the
1
- Crime Connection hotline will be operational, Waddell said.

II
M

i

Student
Records

The main objective of the program is stopping many of the consistent problems on campus, such as petty theft, false fire alarms,
vandalism, under-age alcohol consumption and drug use.
"The potential for disaster (with false alarms) is so great," Waddell
said, since many of the alarms students pull might not be working in
the event of a real fire.
The program is offering a cash reward to students whose information leads to an arrest, referral to standards and procedures or when
restitution is declared, Waddell said.
Students who call the hotline will be given a three digit identification
number to keep their anonymity, she said. Later, public safety officers will meet their informant at an agreed public location for the
payoff, she said.
"Most people do want to get involved but are afraid the person (they
call about) will go after them," she said.
The only problem the program could have is lack of interest, Waddell said.
For example, oftentimes students who witness an auto accident will
not stay around to talk to the police, she said.
The name for the hotline was chosen in the spring through a campus-wide contest that guaranteed winner Matthew Keith, an undecided sophomore, an IBM PS2 computer worth $1,050.

Aft* • brisk Mwnm; j**,
•flity • Mfy tf

(HAIC GALLEKV)

Under the terms of the Family Educational Rights
and Privacy Act of 1974, and University policy on
student records. Bowling Green State University
may disclose such personally identifiable information from a student's educational record as
has been designated to be directory information.
Students have the right to refuse the designation
of personally identifiable information as directory information. If a student exercises this right,
directory information will not be released without the student's consent except as provided by
law and University policy. Students choosing to
exercise their rights respecting directory information should contact in person the Office of the
Vice President for Student Affairs by 5p.m.,
Wednesday, September 4,
1990.
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Our Full Service Salon includes:
• Haircuts
$11.00
• Permanents

by Scott Geringer
staff writer

Roger Dennerll, formerly of the
Cleveland Police Strike Force
and Crisis Intervention Team,
was accustomed to using chainsaws, sledgehammers, bulletproof vests and automatic
weapons to control crime in East
Cleveland.
However, as public safety director at the University, he will
not be crashing through doors
and opening fire to dissolve unruly parties.
Instead, the 26-year veteran of
the Cleveland police force has a
"social" attitude concerning law
enforcement.
"I want to go out and knock on
doors — I don't want to sit here
and wait for things to happen," he
said. "I want to legitimately help
the students."
Dennerll contends the transition from fighting organized
crime in Cleveland to the seemingly minor offenses in Bowling
Green, such as open container,
will be just as interesting because
now he will have time to follow up
on problems.
It depends on how you perceive (crime). Fewer incidents
give you time to take care of
them," he said.
The idea of going out to meet
people has received encouragement from campus police, he
said.
"You need to earn respect and
authority," he said. "If you don't
stop problems in the beginning.

there are going to be problems
later."
He expected a better caliber of
officer here than in Cleveland because of campus officers'
chances to follow-up on incidents
and have more personal contact
with citizens.
"I was hoping they would be
highly trained because of their
contact with people. I expected
professionalism and found that,"
he said. "I saw a legitimate concern about people helping people."
Although monthly campus
crime reports seem mild when
compared to a major metropolitan area, Dennerll maintains
perception determines if there is
a problem.
"Crime is crime no matter
where you are," he said. "Anytime you bring people together
from different areas you're going
to have confrontation."
However, Dennerll does recognize the higher degrees of crimes
in Cleveland. He recalls drug
sweeps on St. Claire Ave. (in
Cleveland) using 50 officers arresting everyone in a particular
area.
Despite such busts. Dennerll's
26-year stint in Cleveland law enforcement has convinced him
that being a "friend" works better than confrontation.
"We took our strike force into
the (Cleveland) King Kennedy
projects and the residents were
throwing rocks and bottles from
their balconies at our cruisers,"
he recalled.
G See Safety, page 18.

$38.00

Plus,
• Waxing
• Sunglitz
• Manicures
• Sculptured nails
• Makeup application
Present this coupon for
25% off any Salon Service
offer available with Holli or Sue
expires Sept. 22, 1990
143 E. Wooster (behind Madhattera Musk) Phone: 352-HAIR

Forrest Creason Golf Course
Student
Fall Memberships
Now
Available

5

40

00

Call 372-2674

y——*»»»•»»

Tray awe,

So you can be styiin' (know hew it's done) when you eat on the
Quantum 90 Meal Plans.
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Q.
A.

Where do we get our ID cards encoded?
At the rood Operations Accounting Office, 100 Centrex Building,
between 9am-12 Noon and 1-4pm, Monday through Friday. If you had
your card encoded during housing sign-up in the spring, SL at summer
Freshmen Pro-Registration, or at Fell Registration or have recieved a
now photo ID since April and paid for a meal plan, you need not do
any more than go eat.

Q.
A.

IrVHat rf I can't remember if it's encoded?
Go to any dining location register and the cashier can inquire the
system to cheek if you have an account. If it says invalid, come to
100 Centrex to have your urd encoded.

Q.

Where can I use my Quanhim 90 meal wan?

A.

On-eampus residents can use their plan dollars in Harshman,
Kroitchef, Commons, McDonald and rounders Dinim Halls and their
Restaurants and Snack Bars, and also Prout Dining Had; in the
University Union, the Falcon's Nest areas after 6pm and the Bowl N
Greenery and Pheasant Room after 4pm, and on Sundays in the
Pheasant Room between 12:00 Noon and 2:15pm. Off-campus
residents can use their plan dollars any where, anytime we're open.

.6

Bemie, for Campus Dining Services
Phone 372-2891
•**»»»»•*
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Study discloses
freshmen views
by Jeremy S. Weber
staff writer

Upperclassmen may be
surprised to find this year's
freshmen more concerned
about social issues than
previous freshman students.
A study of 1989's freshmen, completed in June by
the Institutional Studies
Department, revealed a
growing concern for the environment and student activism.
The study, in which 1,655
freshmen participated,
showed 54.1 percent of firstyear students were "very
concerned" about the environment, while 40.5 percent
of students surveye<f said it
is "important to influence
social values." (see chart)
Director of Institutional
Studies James Litwin said
he was encouraged by the
figures, which nave risen
significantly from 1960.
"'There seems to be more
interest in the environment
— keeping it clean and passing something on to the next
generation," ne said. "Also,
student volunteerism seems
to be on the rise."
According to trends, this
year's freshman class
should continue to be more
socially aware, Litwin said.
Other figures contained in
the survey reveal 26.6 percent of last year's freshmen
agreed it is "important to
help promote racial understanding/' The national
average is 35.3 percent.
Increased social awareness was not the only important trend found in the survey. The percentage of students who said cost was a
major reason for choosing
the University and the
number of freshmen who
expected to attend graduate
or technical schools both increased.
More students are coming
to the University because of
its relatively low tuition. In

1980, 22.5 percent said the
tuition cost was "very important" in their decision to
attend the University. In
1989, that figure increased
to 41.9 percent of freshmen.
"It seems to be that students are looking at Bowling
Green and are paying much
more attention to the cost,"
Litwin said. "We need to
Ky attention to this and
ep our costs down, especially with fewer high
school graduates coming
out."
In 1980, 29 percent of
freshmen said they planned
to attend graduate or technical school after college, a
number which jumped to 43
percent last year.
Calling it a trend, Litwin
said, "There is much more
interest in going on to school
after Bowling Green."
Also, 68.6 percent of entering students said a primary
reason for attending college
was to make more money.
In 1980, only 58.1 percent
listed money as a major factor in their decision.

Percentage of
Responses by isse
Freshmen to Statements
on an Annual Survey
70 80 90 100
"it It important
to protect our
natural
environ merit."

Hunt to help with
campus familiarity
by Deborah Hippie
assistant managing editor

Freshman students may find themselves hunting for clues while increasing their awareness of campus buildings through a new addition
to this year's freshman orientaUon program.
The new program — "Hunt for Frieda Falcon"— will take orientation students to various on-campus locations they will be using for the
next four years, said Regina Pinney, senior public relations major
and coordinator of the event.
"(Theprogram) is designed to be advantageous to everyone," she
said. "It's a way to get these people to find out what we have to offer
and it helps the organizations because the places are places they
never find until their last semester of their senior year," she said.
Putney said after students complete the hunt, they should never
have to ask what there is to do on campus.
"The Union is a big part of campus life but it's not everything," she
said. "The University has so much to offer."
New students can pick up the first clue at orientation or the Prevention Center, she said. Each participant must exchange the old clue for
a new one and if a clue is lost, the student must start again.
In addition, Pinney said all participants win.
"There are 25 grand prizes but everyone who finishes gets a tumbler
and at each office they receive little prizes," she said.
The prizes include coupons for David's Deli, the Woodland Mall
D See Hum, page 18.

"It la Important
to Influence
•octal valuta."
"It la Important
to help promote
racial
underetandlng."
"Collagea ahould
not Inveet funde
In companlea doing
bualneaa with
South Africa."
"The beet way to
control AIDS
la through
wldeapreed
mandatory tasting."
"Minority groupa
haire made algnlflcanl
progress In the
last decade."
"Minority groupa
ahould be given
preferential traatmant
for past Injustices."
"Legalized
abortion ahould
be kept."
Source: Department of Institutional Studies

Graphic by Sean Risser

FRESHMEN!
Welcomes You
TO's Campus Corner
Bring in your student ID and
recieve 10% off items of your choice
I Brown Quilt Lined
BGSU Jackets
On Sale For
$35.00
i Savings of $12.00
(with this coupon only)

900 E. Wooster
(across from Kohl Hall)

352-3365
Garnet Ohns, Owner

McDonald's
i®

Welcome Back Students!!

Monday, August 27 6 -10 am
WMHE BREAKFAST CLUB LIVE REMOTE
1470 EAST WOOSTER ST.
BOWLING GREEN. OH

•Morning breakfast specials
•Drawings every hour for prizes
•Special guests from BGSU

FOOD7®t/&&FiSM
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Knowledge quells library anxiety Women rush to
experience BG's
sorority system
by JUI Novak
new» editor

LIBRARY ANXIETY: The formal term for the feeling common
to most freshmen or transfer students when first entering a library unfamiliar to them.
"Tnere is no doubt freshmen
are scared ... we've even read
about the term 'library anxiety,'
" said Director of Information
Services Bonnie Gratch.
Often times the library is
termed as "an intimidating and
fear-provoking environment" by
first time visitors, she said.
However, if freshmen and
transfer students learn to under. stand and appreciate all of the resources Jerome Library has to
'offer early in their college years,
'the library can be their best
.friend, Gratch said.

k
i

I Free handouts detailing all the
: different offerings and aspects of
: the library are available to make
;new students more comfortable

States. Every article referenced not think of using.
is on microfiche.
■Leisure Reading Collection
In addition, two other specialized computerized indexes
■Popular Culture Library —
are available tor the professional
and research Journals in educa- This library on the fourth floor of
Jerome is nationally acclaimed
tion and psychology areas.
and contains comic books, popuAlthough these computer indexes are quick and easy to use, lar literature such as detective
students who are not fond of com- and romance novels, and some
puters still can use manual in- rare books. The only disadvandexes for the same purpose, tage is the materials cannot be
checked out.
■Infotrac: Students can use Gratch said.
one of the three Infotrac systems
■Music Library — This library
Other features of the library
—which search by topic — to
is on the third floor of Jerome and
receive a printout of references freshmen may never know contains
a large selection of tapes
enough about to take advantage
including 900 magazines and the of
and albums, in addition to many
include:
latest 6 months of the New York
music Journals.
Times and Wall Street Journal It
■Map Collection — Contains
is a multi-purpose index and has
students never discover
information on any topic a stu- maps, atlases, gazeteers and theSome
Ogg Science Library, located
other material on maps and
dent enters.
in the Mathematical Science
mapping.
Building.
■Electronic News Bank: This
■
U.S.
and
Ohio
Government
computer system is unique beThis library traditionally has
cause it contains references to ar- Publications — One of the most had
a "quieter environment"
ticles from hundreds of local under- utilized resources in the than Jerome,
and is more convennewspapers across the United library, it contains a pamphlet ient for students
who live in
file and congressional hearing
reports and many other docu- McDonald Quadrangle or Offenments students would generally hauer Towers, Gratch said.

and rid them of anxiety, Gratch
said.
Several computerized indexes
are available to help students access books, periodicals and
newspapers.
■LS/2 Terminals: This on-line
computer system allows students
to find books by entering the author, title or subject. The system
will tell the student if the resource they want is checked out

by Heather Fehy
staff writer
Throughout the sorority membership drive, commonly known
as Greek Rush, girls experience excitement, frustration,
exhaustion, and joy — but why do girls go through this tradition
year after year?
The sorority system has been in existence for years, and this
year's theme is "Tradition of Excellence." The Greek system
has seen a steady increase in participants since Rush began, according to Wayne Colvin, director of Greek Life.
Many of these girls rush to begin their school year with new
friends and to create many memories.
One freshman girl had a different idea as to why she wanted to
rush.
"I wanted to learn about the Greek system and also kill some
of the negative stereotypes affiliated with the Greek
system,"said Charlotte Rapkin from Brecksville, Ohio. "I think
you need to experience Rush to learn the truth about the Greek
system."
While the majority of rushees are freshmen, some returning
University students have also decided to rush.
Juliea Yeager, a sophomore from Westchester, said she decided to rush this year because she wanted to learn more about
the Greek system.
Tamara Sippy, a sophomore from Meadville, Pennsylvania
said, "I want to expand my social life and improve my individualistic ideas about the Greek system."
While many of the rushees are hoping to promote the Greek
system, the sororities themselves are looking for members who
have strong individualistic qualities.
"The overall combination of a strong personality, enthusiasm
and awareness of what is happening in our surroundings is what
we are looking for in our new members," said Lori Winston, Delta Gamma president.
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Student Rec Center
helps people stay fit
by Deborah Hippie
assistant managing editor

College is not always fun and
games — that's the Student Recreation Center's job.
The SRC, located behind Kreischer Quadrangle, offers a variety
of programs tor University students, director Terry Parsons
said.
One option is the Lighted Outdoor Pace Trail — a one-third
mile track on which participants
can run or walk.
"Rather than count laps ... you
can recognize a blue, red or yellow traffic-like device," Parsons
said. "The light goes on when you
start and you run or walk to the
next post. If you reach the post
before the light goes back on,
you're too soon and you should
pace yourself."
The track has five pacing lights
— seven minutes, eight minutes,
nine minutes, 16 minutes and 20
minutes. Parsons said. It is open
from early morning until dusk.
Although not open year-round
like the trail, LeClub 8 is an eight
week lifestyle reformation club
which begins spring semester the
period before spring break.
"It teaches time management,
weight control, stress control and
whatever (the participant)
agrees are the goals to make
them a healthier person," Parsons said. "The theory behind it is
to be fit before break."
To be healthy and "fit" is the
idea behind the SRC's programs.
Fit-for-All aerobics, for example,
is designed to improve cardiovascular endurance, muscular
strength and flexibility.
The program includes six subprograms including freestyle
aerobics, high intensity aerobics,
low impact aerobics, strength
training, water aerobics and a
30-minute workout.
More than 600 people a day participate in the Fit-for-All program — which begins Sept. 17,
Parsons said.
Before participants can partake in the Fit-for-All program

they must sign a waiver or go
through a pre-«creening week.
This procedure involves a cardiovascular step test, push-ups,
sit-ups, flexibility, sit and reach
test and a body composition test.
A special addition to the Fit-forAll is the Fit-for-Fall program
designed especially for freshmen.
Lauren Mangili, assistant program coordinator at the SRC.
said the two sessions — offered
Aug. 27 and 28 at 5:30 p.m. — are
geared toward the incoming student.
"It's basically an introduction
to tne Fit-for-All program, a
sample of what it's like," she
said, adding there are some differences.
"It's modified a bit," she said.
"The (Fit-for-All program) has
routines that the class follows
whereas this is freestyle. When
Fit-for-All begins, everyone is in
the same boat."
As a part of the Fitwell program beginning Sept. 17, University students can take free
cholesterol screenings.
Parsons said after the initial
screening, which includes a blood
spot test, if the reading is high the
program offers a second test with
a lipid profile, including total
cholesterol, HDL, and LDL lipoproteins and triglycerides.
The entire Fitwell program
costs $15 — which includes health
risk appraisals, a blood pressure
screening, a body composition
test, an aerobic fitness test with
electrocardiogram, counselng
and follow-up.
The SRC's primary goal is
benefitting the 2100 people who
pass through their doors, Parsons
said.
"It's meant for the masses of
people to live a healthier, happier
life, he added.
The Center's hours are Monday
through Thursday 7 a.m. — midnight, Friday 7 a.m. — 10 p.m..
Saturday 9 a.m. — 10 p.m. and
Sunday noon -10 p.m. A University identification card with a validation sticker is necessary to
gain admittance.

Got A News Tip? Call 372-6968

SRC gets
face lift
with new
machines
by Deborah Hippie
assistant managing editor

Students go to the Student
Recreation Center for a
change in appearance —but
this summer the SRC went
throught its own changes.
Terry Parsons, director of
the SRC, said the SRC staff
attempts to make additions
every year to update and
repair equipment.
We have spent close to
$20,000 in new equipment in
the past year, he said.
"This summer alone we
have spent $13,000."
Parsons said 90 percent of
the University students frequent the center every year
and 56 percent of the students regularly use the facilities —that is, visit at
least three times a week.
"We attempt to make (the
center) better for the students already familiar with
the equipment and more attractive to the new students
so they'll want to come
back," he said.
He said more than just
students use the center,
therefore updates are warranted — during the summer, community members
as well as Buckeye Boys
State representatives use
the facilities.
The center has acquired
six additional aerobicycles
— computerized bicycles —
and two stair stepping
machines, which mimic escalators. Parsons said.
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Intramurals fun forfrosh
mural sports staff and student
Fitzgerald said additional inofficials. Top teams in each formation will be sent to resident
league advance to play-offs de- advisers and encourages freshpending on the number of teams men to form teams in their halls.
Although participation on a Di- involved. Championship team
vision I sports team is an unat- participants receive an intramu"When I was a freshman it was
tainable dream for most athletes ral T-shirt.
hard to get into the first sport, but
at the University, intramurals
are a forum many students can
Students interested in partici- once you're in it's easy," she
use to showcase their talents.
pating in intramural sports said. The University intramural
Cheryl Sokoll, assistant direc- should continually check intra- program is searching for student
tor of intramurals, said the 47 ac- mural bulletin boards and source officials. Interested students
tivities offered create an oppor- boards for entry deadlines and should report to the Office of Fitunity for everyone to partici- starting dates. Entry forms can nancial Aid and Student Embe obtained in the intramural of- Eloyment, 450 Student Services,
pate.
"We have everything from fice, room 108 in the Student Re- i receive an officials job referral.
superathletes to kids who aren't creation Center.
very skilled," she said. "Our philosophy is we have something for
everybody."
Program offerings incorporate
individual, dual and team activities. Sokoll said competition
through dormitory, sorority,
fraternity, independent and coed
leagues is a good way to meet
new people, especially for those
students away from home for the
first time.
"Students should not be apprehensive about their level of ability," she said. "Freshmen are
often overwhelmed by all the new
things to do. They should take the
initiative by organizing any kind
of mixture of people for a team."
Bridget Fitzgerald, intramural
advisory board member, said the
intramural office made efforts to
make neccessary information
available to all freshmen during
the summer.
by Scon Geringer
staff writer

"We had a booth at preregistration in the Grand Ballroom," she said. "We passed out
flyers and answered questions —
I think it helped out because in
the past a lot of kids just didn't
know how to form teams." Sports
offered in September include
softball, tennis and golf. All activities are supervised by the intra-
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BG pulls in tractor competition fans
by John Kohlstrand
city editor

The University is Bowling
Green in many ways.
More city residents work for
the school than any other Bowling
Green company and Falcon
sports teams represent the Bowling Green area across the country. Students from every state
and more than 100 countries attend class here, drawn by the
school's solid national reputation.
But ask many rural Americans
about Bowling Green, and it
means only one thing: The
National Tractor Pulling ChamAbout 65,000 tractor pulling
fans converged on the Wood
County Fairgrounds on Aug. 17-19
to hear the roar of high-powered
engines at the world's largest
outdoor tractor pull, hosted by
the Northwestern Ohio Tractor
Pullers.
Fans from across the United
States and Canada watched about
150 drivers blast across a packeddirt fairground track with
weighted sleds in tow. Even the
head of the Australian Tractor
Pullers Association turned out for
the event, according to NOTP
coordinating secretary Nancy
Ott.
For those unwilling to travel
thousands of miles to see the Pull-

ing Championships, Turner Network Television provided live
coverage of the three day event to
10 million homes.
Chamber of Commerce Director Joan Gordon said the tractor
pull does more to spur local business than any other nonUniversity event.
"All our motels were filled and
the convenience stores, party
stores and grocery stores all did
very well, Gordon said. "I'm
told the restaurants do very well
in the morning for breakfast."
To avoid the hotels, many other
tractor pulling fans camp at the
fairgrounds.
Gordon said the state estimates
a visitor staying in a hotel overnight in an Ohio city means $221
to that town's economy.
While it is neither a true
pionship" nor the last
jtion on the National Tractor Pullers Association circit, Ott
said the tractor pull is recognized
as the most important in the
country.
The 24th annual National
Championships also had the
largest purse in tractor pulling
history — more than $150,000 was
awarded to drivers from around
the country.
Ohio pullers shared in the prize
money, with Dave Campbell from
Zanesville winning in Pepsi Generation, Wayne Rausch of Dublin
winning withLittle Red Truck,

Mike Under of Edison and John
Wilkingsof Fresno pulling to victory in Shotgun Red.
Ohioans success in the
National Championships should
not be suprising —one of the first
tractor pulls was held in
Vaughnsvule. near Lima.
Tractor pulling evolved out of
18th century competitions between teams of horses and mules
to secure bragging rights for the
strongest animals.
Early pulls used a tug-of-war
method, which evolved to pulling
stone boats loaded with concrete
blocks or slabs.
In the early 1920s and 30s, combustion engines replaced horses
and the sport was adapted to the
tractors used on the farm.
Today's pullers use more sophisticated machines, getting
their horsepower from turbocharged racing engines, Jet turbines and multiple motors.
A weight transfer machine
Erovides the weight in today's
actor pulls, adding more resistance as a vehicle progresses. As
a tractor pulls it along the dirt
track, 20 tons of weight shifts
from above the rear wheels on the
machine toward the front of the
sled, which rests on a steel
"pan."
This amount of weight is
enough to keep all but the most
powerful from running the length
of the 300 foot track.

Dicey odds for casino vote
Constitutional ammendment needed to OK gambling
by John Chaflant
Associated Press writer

COLUMBUS — Players in the
high stakes Nov. 6 casino gambling ballot issue generally are
keeping their financial cards
close to the vest. But opponents
appear to have the edge thus far
•O N«w»/Paul Vernon
by virtue of numbers and organiSuellen Oswald, Irom Hartstown, Pa., makes her pull In Keystone Kop. Oswald, 31, Is a retired Pennsylvania zation.

Ohioans Against Casino Gambling, which has ties to the horse
racing industry, is one of three
groups opposing the proposed
constitutional amendment, designated Issue 3. It has Cochran
Public Relations of Columbus
preparing strategy.
Other opposition is from the
Coalition to Oppose Casino Gambling, a product mainly of the
Ohio Council of Churches. David

McCoy, the council's legislative
director who is coordinating the
coalition's campaign, wants to
raise up to $200,000.
There is opposition within Lorain as well. Citizens For Lorain
describes itself as "a group of
people who are for economic
growth in Lorain without gambling casinos." It was formed by
the NAACP in Lorain. the Lorain
D See Casino, page Page 16.

State Trooper now working as an attorney tor a Cleveland law tlrm.

Ohio enacts tougher laws
Parties can mean legal trouble against underage drinking
by Lori Miller
staff writer

The start of the school year
is generally an occassion for
some of the wildest off-campus
parties.
Such parties inevitably lead
to confrontations between students and police, but, if students follow several unspoken
rules, many of these confrontations can be avoided.
The biggest problem police
have with students involves
underage drinking, said Bowling Green Police Chief Galen
Other problems include open
container, complaints from
neighbors and urinating in
public, he said.
Sometimes, by attempting to
avoid one offense, a student

steps into another violation.
For example, when students
carry an open container in
public and see an officer,
many instinctively drop the
can or cup — but police can
fine them for littering, Ash
said.
Neighbors usually complain
about student parties because
of loud music or cars parked in
their yards, he said.
Students can take several
steps to reduce these complaints. Ash said.
Visiting and getting to know
one's neighbors on a personal
basis is important, he said.

"It's harder to call and comElain atout someone when you
now them," Ash said.
Students giving parties could
also ask neighbors to call if the

party becomes too noisy, he
added.
Police have unwritten guidelines they follow when answering a complaint for a loud
party. They first visit the party
location and ask the host to
take care of the problem.
Many students think first
must receive a warning from
the officers, but that is untrue,
Ash said.
If officers have to return, the
host may be arrested — but
usually the first visit is enough
warning, he said.
Serious problems with parties occur more often during
the spring semester, Ash said.
Students are less organized
and more worried about school
during the fall semester, he
said.

BG hits recycling milestone
by John Kohlstrand
city editor

To commemorate the first year of
its curbside recycling program
and encourage further efforts,
the city of Bowling Green is giving away 100 canvas shopping
bags to residents who recycle.
While much of Ohio is just
thinking about recycling, the city
already has a reason to celebrate
— Bowling Green has collected
more than a million pounds of
materials in red plastic recycling
boxes since the program's full-scale implementation last August.
Numbers like this are a pleasant surprise for City Litter Prevention and Recycling Coordinator Gay 1 Pearson.
"Yeah, isn't that neat?" she
•aid. The city expects to increase
these numbers to two million
pounds in the next year, she said.
Curbside recyclers are automatically »iigiM«» to win a reusable shopping bag, which reads
"Bowling Green Recycles."
Those who drop off mate.ials at
the Bowling Green Jaycees Recycling Center, 1040 N. College
Dr., may win a bag as well — by
filling out a contest entry form at
the center.

About 4,000 mostly singlefamily homes participate in the
curbside program, which is
available to anyone serviced by
city sanitation workers. The program is still trying to reach
several hundred homes, said
Kent Gardam, city recycling
coordinator.

But the curbside program currently leaves out University students living in apartments or residence halls serviced by private
or University sanitation workers.
For now, these students must
drop off their materials at the recycling center to participate.

This may change — Gardam
has met with officials from
several sanitation firms to discuss extending the service to
these areas. While the talks were
preliminary, Gardam said the
people he spoke with were
''receptive" to the idea.
Gardam said he hoped to have
this added service in place by the
end of the year.
In the meantime, there is no
excuse for anyone who wants to
help not to recycle, Pearson said.
The recycling center accepts
cardboard boxes, office papers,
plastic bottles, foil and scrap
aluminum 24-hours a day in addition to items allowed in curbside
pickup.
Also, the center is open on the
second and fourth Saturdays of
each month to buy used aluminum cans. The center buys
cans at the mcrket price, which is
currently 35 cents per pound.
Twenty five cans weigh roughly a
pound, Pearson said.
Anyone interested in participating in the curbside program
may get a red recycling container
at the Public Works Department,
304 N. Church St.
The canvas bag giveaway ends
Aug. 31.

by Scott Geringer
staff writer

A tough, wide-ranging state law
which took effect last month will
be further incentive for people to
consider before drinking and
driving — or drinking at alL
The law's thrust is to deter
drunken driving through harsher
penalties —among the nation's
toughest — but the law also seeks
to prevent underage drinking.
There is a provision for mandatory fines of $250 to $500 and license suspensions for those under
21 years old who use false or
altered driver's licenses when attempting to buy alcohol.
Also, the infraction is no longer
a misdemeanor, but a felony.
Bowling Green Police Chief
said the use of false licenses in
Bowling Green is "staggering."

censes."
But the legislation's thrust is at
drinkers on the road — and the
penalties are stiff.
Under the new law, the license
of a suspected drunken driver is
suspended immediately if he or
she refuses a blood alcohol test. If
the driver takes the test and fails
— and has had a drunken driving
conviction within the past five
years — the license is also taken
away on the spot.
A first-time offender will face a
90-day license suspension, with a
chance for occupational driving
privileges after 15 days. A life
suspension is possible for a fourth
conviction or more.
Second time offenders will face
a 30-day suspension, third
offenders a six-month suspension
without occupational privileges
and fourth and subsequent
offenders a three-year to life li-

"I think more serious
repercussions are necessary — I
support jail terms as an option."

-Alan Mayberry, Wood County
Prosecutor
"We have taken a hard-nosed
stand on (users) of fake I.D's,"
said Bowling Green Chief of
Police Galen Ash. "(And now) it
is against the law to have (one) in
your possession even if the person
doesn't use it." Ash said university students should be made
aware of the changes because
they could affect their lives.
"It was a citeable misdemeanor before and wasn't
nearly as severe," he said. "Depending on the circumstances, we
will arrest on the spot and it will
show on a criminal record. As
competitive as jobs are today, the
difference might be the record —
it can affect their life."
More than half of the University's undergraduates are
underage.
Ash fears the students will continue to take the false ID use
lightly and jeopardize local businesses. "They don't look at it as
something severe," he said.
"There is so much at stake for the
ban. We hold seminars for the
biu-s on how to detect altered li-

cense suspension.
The law also requires all convicted drunken drivers to attend
and pay for an alcohol assessment and treatment program,
said Bowline Green Municipal
Court Judge James Bachman.
Statistics which led to the legislation include: Bin the last four
years, there have been more than
70,000 dunken driving convictions
per year in Ohio, according to the
Ohio Department of Highway
Safety.
■Alcohol related traffic accidents claimed 684 lives In Ohio
last year and injured 28,070.
■One of every three drivers
convicted of drunken driving is a
repeat offender.
Alan Mayberry, Wood County
prosecutor, said the new law wiU
expand his role in prosecuting
drunken driving cases.
"Under the new law, we will
prosecute because a repeat DUI
win be considered a felony," be
said. "We will also be involved if
anyone is injured by someone
when driving drunk."

According to Mayberry, the
new law is one of the strictest in
the nation.
"I think more serious repercussions are necessary — I support Jail terms as an option," he
said. "Deterrence is a factor."
The new law also provides suffer mandatory fines, (ranging
from $1,000 to $10,000). alternative sentences that would include
Erison plus a term of monitored
ouse arrest, and an offense for
16 and 17-year-olds with a bloodalcohol level of at least .02 percent. The level remains .10 for
adults.
Court-ordered alcoholism
treatment is provided for repeat
offenders.
In addition to the harsher state
law enforcement, Ash said his
force will begin using checkpoints
to net drunk drivers, which the
Supreme Court recently declared
constitutional.
"We will set up criteria and
Kck out every third or fifth car,"
i said. "The first time out we
stopped 70 cars and got three to
four driving on suspension and
one felony arrest." However, he
said he did not catch any drunken
drivers during this daylight operation.
Michelle Chippas, state administrator for Mothers Against
Drunk Driving, said the legislation for false licenses is valid on
statistics alone.
"Unfortunately a large number
of young people are getting disabled and killed," sne said. Out of
32,545 drunken driving crashes,
4,970 occured in the 16-30 age
group she said. Of the 657 fatalities, 121 were in the 16-20 age

"3ft.

is a stepping stone to
where we want to go," she said.
Although drunken driving crashes have been on the decline.
Chippas said MADD's mission
will not be complete until there
cease to be drunken driving crashes.
"Our mission will not be comelete until there are zero fatalies and zero crashes," she
said. "We still want a zero BAC
(blood alcohol content) -impairment begins at. 04."
from ma
BG News.
Miller cootti.

<
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Bowling Green history serene;
4
town called utterly hicks ville'
by Sandra J.Kowaleky
Baff writer

I

Blame Bowling Green's city
history for causing confusion
concerning the location of this
University.
Many students can identify
with beta* asked where they will
be attending college in the fall,
but there is always one or two
friends or relatives who believe
the University is located in Bowling Green, Kentucky Instead of
Ohio.
The confusion started back in
the early 1800's with a mail carrier named Joseph Gordon. He
passed through the area of Wood
County on his route between Per-

E and Beliefontaine.
Created in 1830, many pio
lioneers
began settling the Wood C
County
area after the American Indians
were driven from the land in 1817.
Gordon, a Kentuckian, named
the first post office Bowling
Green after the Kentucky town in
1823. In 1855 the village it served
Incorporated the name.
Wood County, once covered by
the Black Swamp, was formed by
glaciers from mi lien i a past.
Drainage ditches were built leaving fertile land for planting. The
area became one of the richest
farming areas in the state, attracting many pioneers.
The glaciers formed one of the
flattest areas in the country, ideal
for farming.

Elisha Martindale, the first settler of Bowling Green, moved
here in 1832 and built a log cabin.
According to Paul Jones, local
historian and previous University
faculty member, the first settlers
had a rough time arriving in the
area.
"The area does not have any
natural bodies of water running
through it or beside it," he said
"This is unusual since most cities
have them."
Settlers used the Ohio,
Maumee, and Portage Rivers
part of the way here and were
then aided by Indian trails. The
Great Lakes, the National Highway and later the Lake Erie RailSee Hlilory, page 15.

FALL PLAYING PASS

Photo/Courtesy of the Chamber of Commerce
A 1920s-era postcard shows 8owllng Green's bustling Main Street.

The BG \e«s
is recyclable!

i

Monday thru Friday Anytime!
Weekends After 1:00 p.m.
September 18th-December 1,1990

275
zfb b.
S. Main
twain ai.
St. QC<J oncn
BOWLING GREEN ODO"OUOU

Only

AVOID THE HASSLE
Drop your car off on your way to claaa with our ahuttla bua aarvlca
" A whole new way to get your car fixed"

$34.95

•

BOWLING GREEN COUNTRY CLUB
923 Fairview Ave.

-

* ■

I

&U •
uJBL:

352-5542

Welcome To Bowling Green

•
•
•
•
•

IF THERE'S NOTHING WRONG WITH YOUR CAR WE WONT FIX IT
IF THERE IS WELL FIX IT RIGHT
IF FOR ANY REASON ITS NOT RIGHT WE LL DO IT OVER OR REFUND YOUR MONEY
WE GUARENTEE OUR PARTS S LABOR
WE KEEP OUR WORO

6 Months or 600 MM* WarranllaseFail Sale Towing & Low Cost Rentals,
SOHIO, BP & Major Credit Cards Accepted
HOURS: MON-FRI 7 AM-9PM / SAT 8 AM-5 PM

Uptown
BG's Original "ML
II
Dance Bar ^-^^^
Welcomes all new students
Party Tonite!
18 and over S1 Admission before 11 p.m.

Sun.-Thurs. 6 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Fit & Sat. 6 a.m. - 11.30 p.m.

EVERY NIGHT UNDER 21

1726 E. Wooster Street
For carry out, call 352-2193

UPTOWN

Just a few smiles from home.

$1.50
admission
-Under 21 only-

mans

DOWNTOWN BOWLING GREEN
Telephone 353-4500

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS !!

BRAND NAMES' VALUE • SERVICE • NO HASSLE RETURNS* FREE GIFT WRAP

from
BUGLE BOY JEANS
AND CASUAL PANTS

34.99
A great savings price on these grea
Bugle Boy styles including the new
split fly front. Denim, twill, canvas ..
stonewash. whiteout. black, indigo,
and taupe. Sizes 28-36.

Do you have an Uhlmans Charge?
If not, come in today and apply lor an
Instant Uhlmans Charge When accepted, you
receive a special savings oiler ol 20% oft
your 1st days Uhlmans Charge purchases!
Sorry. Cosmetic purchases are excluOed
VISA—MasterCard—American Express

A

it*

CAMPUS TAN
(Formally Campus Tanning Club)
BG's most popular tanning salon
Located directly behind Dairy Mart
on E. Wooster Street
• 6 Wolfe Beds
• CD. Stereo Music
• Air Conditioning
• • Coming Soon 10 Beds! • •
Open 7 days a week
RR
TRACKS
10:30 am - 8:00 pm
SPECIAL FALL
RATES

11 VISITS - $25.00
Call Today for an
appointment 352-7889
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History
D Continued from page 14.
road also aided settlers.
prise and Reed streets, the facIn the early years Bowling tory was destroyed by fire in 1980.
Green was "utterly hicksville,
An industry which has not left
Lyle Fletcher, local historian and the city is higher education —
geography professor emeritus, Bowling Green was chosen as the
location of the State Normal
But prosperity soon arrived School, and in 1910, the Normal
during the gas and oil boom of School became Bowling Green
1884. New businesses were prom- State University.
ised free gas for their factories
One of the final criteria for
and nearly 300 businesses and selecting Bowling Green as the
houses were built within two site for the University was the ciyears of the discovery of oil in the ty's absence of saloons.
region.
However, the exhaustion of the
"The University had a tremengas and oil supply within a few dous effect on the city and it still
Sears, combined with a na- does," Jones said.
onwide depression, shattered
"The University is the city's
many citizens' hopes and biggest industry and it raised the
dreams.
cultural level through the presenThe largest Heinz factory in the tation of concerts, plays and the
United States was another major interest in sports," he said.
source of income for Bowling
In the first years of operation,
Green residents. Operating from the University was "sort of a hick
1914 to 1975, the plant manufac- University."
tured most of the country's ketHe said it took much time bechup.
fore the University moved toward
The city would feel another what it is today.
loss, however, as the plant was
forced to close due to a dramatic
Resources used in addition to
increase in sewage fees for waste interviews are housed in the
disposal.
Center of Archival Collections loLocated between Ridge, Enter- cated in Jerome Library.

Sunday
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BG history holds amusing facts
by Sandra J. Kowalsky
staff writer

■The relationship between
the University and our traditional rival, the University of
Toledo, was so intense in the
1920s and 1930s, few sporting
events ended without a riot. In
1935 the situation was solved
after athletic events between
the schools were canceled. The
events did not begin again until
1947.

■The total college expenses
for the 1961-1962 school year
were estimated at $1,200.
■The coldest temperature
recorded in Bowling Green was
22 degrees below zero, reported Feb. 4.1918.
■The latest snowfall on record was reported on May 24,
1925.
■At one time, all freshman
had to follow unique rules.
Males were required to wear
beanies and females were re-

■A female falcon is called a
falcon and a male falcon is
called a tiercel. The female is
larger and stronger than the
male.

quired to wear green ribbons.
■John F. Kennedy spoke at
the University in the Fall of
1959.

■The University once used
real live falcon mascots at athletic events and kept them
housed on Troop St.

■The only Physical Education course listed in the catalog
in 1916 was Sanitation and
Health. It wasn't until the
1918-1919 school year Coaching
and Folkdancing were added to
the catalog.

Questions from The BG Trivia Game were used to compile
this story.

Puzzled by Constantly Changing Air Fares?
Airline

Acem-pbm...

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
WELCOMES STUDENTS
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS

WHITE
OAKS

ACE
Hardware

4»»WHIl(
SUPflltS
A, AdwtlMd LASI

-'

Need a
spare
set?

On
Nol.onol T.V.

STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.

WELCOME
FRESHMEN

Colling wood
Water

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E.WOOSTER
354-2260
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)

1'/."*t«*l
Padlock

Contoured lid ntfl spot* ond
permits stocking Lid locks tight to
seal m odors and resist spills

For qualify lecutifv. enooi* trui
ptn-tumblef design *teei podlock 1W cose-hordened steel

■
■ ■■■■■■■■td; ^^

i>""Miiuiiiiiiiiiiiiii>

000*02

• Gallon
Recycling ooogK
Container

JvtrtVi

Let us
cut your keysl

White Oaks
ACE Hardware

1045 North Main. Bowling Green Ph. 354-2756
(Behind Marko's Pizza)

Cotolin
Lighting

(MIOllMD \

Architect Lamp
Lomp titends 34" with 360*
swivel toked •nornd fmnh
Awoted <oion

OPEN
MON.-FRI.
7:30 'TIL 7;
SATURDAY
7:30-5:30;
SUNDAY
r-5

Irbu said you wanted
to turn in papers
that turn heads.

Look what you can do on the IBM Personal System/2."
And with the easy-to-use preloaded software,
including Microsoft* Windows'" 3.0. writing papers
it only the beginning. Just point and click the mouse
to move text. Create graphics, charts, even spreadsheets, or do other projects like resumes and flyers.
Plus, the PS/2s" and select printers are available
at special student prices.* Print impressive output
with the IBM Proprinter," IBM LaserPrinter E or
the Hewlett-R»ckard ftinUet* color graphics printer.

And if you buy before December 31,1990, you'll
receive a 7MM * Certificate entitling you to a round trip ticket for $149**/$24D,** Phis a free TUN
Getaway" Student Discount Card application. You'll
also get a great low price on the
PROWCY" service.
If you want to start turning
heads with your work, there's really
only one place to turn... the
IBM PS/2.

353-7732

For more information on how you can
receive 40-50% off IBM Computers please
call Micro-Computer Buying Service at
372-7724.

I
t
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MOSTLY USED AND, OF COURSE, THE NECESSARY
NEW TEXTS
-PLUSA COMPLETE LINE OF SUPPLIES
BGSU IMPRINTED SPORTSWEAR
mm
530 EAST WOOSTER
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Casino

: Continued from page Page 13.
Clergy Association and others in
October 1988. It concentrates its
efforts in Lorain and serves as a
statewide information bank.
John C. Adams, its president,
said the group may spend up to
$50,000 distributing newsletters.
Adams and McCoy are the only
partisans willing to disclose financial plans, fjimpaign contribution and expense reports from
all Involved do not have to be filed
untO Oct. 25.
Terry Pederson, spokeswoman
for the Let Us Vote Ohio Commit-

tee, the group which conducted
the initiative petition drive to
place the measure on the ballot,
said proponents expect to be
Iith the kind of money they
can raise? Absolutely," she mid.
Ms. Pederson said Alan Spitzer, the Lorain car dealer and developer who is the driving force
behind a proposed $400 million
casino resort in the northern Ohio
city, hoped to raise money from
area residents and contractors
who would benefit.
"Fund raising is one part of the
campaign that desperately needs

to be addressed. We admit that
we are behind and we have to get
to work. We don't have a fund
raiser on staff yet," Ms. Pederson said.
"I don't think it's too late.
Frankly, it's summertime and I
don't think people pay a whole lot
of attention to this until after
Labor Day at the earliest," she
said.
State Rep. E.J. Thomas, R-Columbus, executive director of
Ohioans Against Casino Gambling, declined to provide financial estimates but acknowledged
that fund raising was underway.

«UT

"We're doing the best we can.
We've got a Tot of feelers out
there. I think at the point where
we make our (political action
committee) disclosures In October that'll all come out," Thomas said.
If approved by voters. Issue 3
would amend the Ohio Constitution so that voters in Lorain could
decide whether to authorize construction of a f or-prof it casino resort hotel that would offer games
of chance.
If the General Assembly subsequently determined the resort
was a success, the state would be

divided into seven additional resort districts in which voters
could approve casino gambling.
The amendment provides for
the pilot program In Lorain to be
licensed by a state gaming commission whose members would
be appointed by the governor. It
also spells out the minimum size
of the proposed resort, and levies
taxes on the gross revenues of casino games of chance, the state
lottery, and on horse racing with
parimutuel betting. Revenue
from the taxes would be used for
the education and treatment of
compulsive gambling.

The Let Us Vote Ohio Committee and Ohioans Against Casino
Gambling both intend to wage
their battle through television
ads.
Proponents paint the question
as an economic development issue in which voters statewide are
being asked to let voters in Lorain
decide the fate of a casino resort
in their own community.
McCoy said church groups will
try to inform their members that
the issue is a constitutional instead of legislative action that
poses a change in the fabric of the
state.

Hi Marco's Pizza

FRESH HOT CARRYOUT & DELIVERY
TERI • PAULA • STEPHANIE • BETH • THERESAl

rSPECIAL COMBOS-

PIZZA

ISmal. MidUm t LvgO

Highlighting, Perm or
Sculptured Nails
$2 OFF
Haircut
We carry:
SEBASTIAN • MATRIX • PAUL MITCHELL •
NEXXUS • REDKEN

&
DOUBLE PIZZA

$5 OFF

Hours:

Mon - Thurs
Friday
Saturday

141 W. Wooster

8:00 - 8:00
8:00 - 6:00
8:00 - 3:00
354 - 8533

ISoacW Topping ComUnMona At A Lowar t
• DELUXE PIZZA
• ALL MEAT PIZZA
• GARDEN PIZZA

TWO MARCO'S PIZZAS-ONE LOW PRICE

PIZZA CRUST STYLES
PAN PIZZA

1045 N. MAIN St. BOWLING GREEN

FRESH BAKED SUBS
ItaMn Sub
• Ham a Cheese Sub
Pizza Sub
• Beef i Cheese Sub

Pin MMd to ■ mcfc. gokton brown cruat.
ORIGINAL "Hand Spun"
PIZZA
A Huffy goicton oruM. not fhtck. not thm. bjrt right.

CDCC
r nCC

ANY PIZZA

Making Pizza The Way You Love It!

TWO (10") SMALL PIZZAS

$6

ANY 2 SUBS
Or* Ham Or Mort No OVwr Coupon WNr. TTW Off**.

■~L^353-0044

353-0044

EXTRA PIZZA SAUCE
MUST ASK WHEN OfBOtMl)

(Single or Double)

OFF

PIZZA QUALITY GUARANTEED

CARRYOUT & DELIVERY

35

Cheese & 1 Item
HAND SPUN or PAN PIZZA
| AOttftonM ll.m. 6nr,»fjc W. Bott, P|„, |
No Ofh#* Coupon WNh INI Ort»r

jJ=~=L353-0044

M-1.00

CARRYOUT & DELIVERY

Take Hills Everyday Low Prices
c
Back To School With Yon. ^%^
10-PK. PLASTIC HANGERS

TABLE TOP IRONING BOARD

Aaeorted cotor*

Portable board stores easily

KERR* 12-PC
GLASSWARE SET
16-oz. Qumnwlroct tumbtore.

DISHRACK ft DRAINER

397

^aV aW everyday
every

^eWSet

everyday
eve

RIVAL* HOTPOT

ELECTRIC ALARM CLOCK

CLIP-ON LAMP

DOOR MIRROR

Boil* .vater taster than a
mtcrowavel Adjustable thermostat

Easy-to-read number*.

Takes 60-wefl bulb
Flexible neck.

12"x4B". Walnut tlnlah frame

Q86

Model (M9-50O6
Modal #4070

^aw everyday

MILK CRATE

TALL LAUNDRY HAMPER

Stackable tor your storage
needs Assorted colors

LkjrtWue. white, or Mack

Q97

^aw everyday

1V,-BUSH EL LAUNDRY BASKET
Almond, wedoawood, of whan.

ASSORTED WASTE BASKETS
Assorted sizes, etyles, Sector*

I everyday

everyday

i r\\U\
I nn<miv

Nobody Beats Hills!
W* ami rrleiCfi My toC*J competitor 'I deTeUt
a<Wll»<trfc«0«eWMWl*im.sa^
Double and triple coupons, clearance and flat rarcentageott
promotions are excluded
(See service desk tor detect)

Woodland Mall - Newton Road & Route 25
9:30-10 Monday-Saturday/11-6 Sunday

There 1 No Ri*kloSrwpp.rHl At Hills

ammammmmmmmmmmam
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BUY ONE, GET ONE

FREE

FOR
Fresh Made Cheese.
Sausage or-Each

Assorted Varieties
6 1/2-oj. Big *

PEPPERONI
PIZZA

CAIN'S
POTATO CHIPS

BUY ONE, GET ONE

BUY ONE, GET ONE

FREE

FREE

4-CT. PACK
LIGHT BULBS

KROGER
MOUTHWASH

General Electric
60. 75 or 100 Watt

24«2 Bottle

Prices & Items Effective at Bowling Green
Kroger Store August 26 thru Sept. 2, 1990!

J

FM104

REE

FREE

WILL WORSTER AND
DENNIS O'BRIEN

In The Delicatessen!
8-ct Package

In The Floral Shoppe!
Assorted--*" Pot

SANDWICH
BUNS

OLIAGE
PLANTS

LIVE IN FRONT OF THE STORE AUGUST 28 FROM 3 P.M. TO 7 RM.

JOIN US AUGUST 28 FOR ALL THE FUN FEATURING:
• Blitzen, a classic rock band will perform in the parking lot
from 5 pm - 7 pm
• Kroger Hot Air Balloon in the parking lot from 4 pm - 6 pm
• Kroger Mascots, Bubbles & Pepe, will be passing out treats!
• BGSU Mascot, Freddie Falcon, will be on hand along with BGSU
Cheerleaders to hand out football schedules
• FREE Pepsi (10-oz. Bottles) for all customers from 3 pm - 7 pm
• Customers will be invited to join in-store as well as outside games
from 3 pm - 7 pm
• David Rogers, Pianist, will perform a variety of music on keyboards
inside the store lobby from 3 pm - 6 pm
• Many FREE items vvll be given away from WIOT104 such as
cassettes and compact discs, Kroger steaks, ice cream and much,
much more!

BUY ONE, GET ONE

BUY ONE, GET ONE

FREE

REE

Assorted Varieties
2 1/2-oz. Package

Deli-Style--l-lb. Container

CARL BUDDIG
CHIPPED MEATS

POTATO
SALAD

Now get the convenience of a total
drug store...within a total food store!

BUY ONE, GET ONE

VISIT YOUR

FREE

KROGER
PHARMACY

Microwave-10.5-oz. Box

JOLLY TIME
POPCORN

PHARMACY HOURS:
Monday - Saturday:
9 AM - 9 PM
Sunday: 9 AM-5 PM
_

BUY ONE, GET ONE

BUY ONE, GET ONE

BUY ONE, GET ONE

WTTHOUT ASPRN

FREE
Kroger- 100-ct. Bottle

PAIN
RELIEVER

\^l Phone ahead for convenience - 353-6764

GET THE CONVENIENCE OF A TOTAL DRUG
STORE WITHIN A TOTAL FOOD STORE!
TURN YOUR PRESCRIPTION WATTING TIME
INTO GROCERY SHOPPING TIME...
VISIT YOUR KROGER PHARMACY TODAY.
Kroger Pharmacy features
a Free transfer service. If
fl Bowling Green Pharmacy Only!
you've had a prescription
filled at any other pharmaGroceries!
cy and would like us to
$5.00 Off your Pood Purchase
With Coupon and Purchase of any
NEW OR TRANSFERRED: refill it simply notify our
PRESCRIPTION
pharmacist. We do the rest!
Not Wild Between Kroger Pharmacies!
One Coupon Per Customer. Valid Aug. 26
Compare the Savings!
553
thru Sept. 30, 1990.

FREE

WE ALSO OFFER:
EASY CHECK CASHING
ONE DAY PHOTO PROCESSING
24 HOUR JEANIE MONEY MACHINE
WESTERN UNION • VISA/MASTERCARD

MMMi

TORTII

4J1

I.A

CHIPS
I ■&**■'$£&

Fruit on The Bottom
or-8-oz. Cup

Il-oz. Bag

CHI-CHI's
iTortilla Chips

f

( III I SI- SHOPPE (OII'ON
BUY ONE, GET ONE

1^
!yn

2-oz. Cans Mr Dew, Dr. Pepper|
affeine Free or (Reg. or Diet)

Assorted Varieties
Package

24-PACK 30,
PEPSI COLA

PASTA LA
BELLA PASTA
One coupon pet cuaomef Viltd Aua 27 thni Srpi 2.
I9» Sublra to aaplirabfc ««* and tocil uu.t»

KKtH.I K < <>l l'(>\

$299

REE

uxrr i race no WITH COUPON a no PUHCHAB
(Eidudwi Bern Wine * OJuwri

KROGER
LITE YOGURT

390

LIMIT I 24 PACK WITH COUPON « 110 PUfcCHASl
ADOmONAL PUHCHASO W 99
Otadudtoa Bee*. wine ft. OpwiM)

One coupon pet amomt valid Au» V thru Sept I,
1990 Subten to ippHcibtf utt mi tool ma.
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DESIGNATED DRIVER RaJTTICfttNT

□ Continued from page 9.
cinemas, free haircuts at the Arrangement and concerts at the Moore
Musical Arts Center, she said.
"(The prtaea) are all things freshmen are going to need," Pinney
said.
Even though the program is a part of orientation, Director of Orientation Greg MacVarish said "it is up to the students to take advantage
of It"
MacVarish said he was apprehensive at first, but believes students
will benefit from participating in the new program.
"I didn't want to contribute to frustration from going here and going
there but it is presented in a very positive manner and I'm very excited about it," he said.
The program is sponsored by the Prevention Center for Substance
Abuse andthe Orientation Program.

POWARD'S
-M

210 N. MAIN

SUN MY

G Continued from page 8.
"I instructed my people to get
out of their cars and talk to the
people on the balconies. Within
three to four weeks these people
were assisting us —pointing our
dealers ana applauding our
arrests."
Here at the University, Dennerll also has received encouragement and support from Mary
Edmonds, vice president of student affairs, on his studentoriented approach.
"1*11 work with Mary Edmonds
because her concerns are the
same as mine —talk it over before it gets to standards and
procedures or municipal court,"
he said.
Edmonds said the student code
is strict involving criminal
procedures, but the degree of the
crime will dictate how much support Dennerll and herself can
give a student.
"Sometimes suspension is the
best thing you can do," she said.
"However, it is always better to
do things in an educational
mode."
Dennerll said it is also necessary to cooperate with the city
police to be consistent in handling
disorderly students.

gLUi 3

~z
"The goals of both should be
uniform. My goal is to work with
(city police chief) Galen Ash," be
said. "The use of standards and
procedures rather than criminal
procedures is better for all."
Dennerll noted that Ash was
very receptive to the idea.
If Dennerll sounds more like a
social worker than a veteran
police officer it is not by coincidence.
"Police work is social work 90
percent of the time," he said. "A
policeman is the only person
available 24 hours a day. There is
very little 'law enforcement' in
law enforcement"
The University's new campus
safety director is receptive to nis
job and to students, it seems,
through his simple philosophy.
"I want students to come here
to study and enjoy the youth that
they have left and leave with
pleasant memories," be said.
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419-352-9951
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This article is reprinted from
the June 27issue o/The BG News.
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Your Connection to the World

n—<$kt

Jffiowwft
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AVAILABLE IN EVERY DORMITORY,
FRATERNITY AND SORORITY ROOM
ON CAMPUS!

*./>•<

WQ

FEATURES
36 BASIC CHANNELS

"I \%,h$,U .

Including the most popular stations in the U.S.A.

mamma

'tMM

.HBO and CINEMAX
Featuring those special programs
and movies available only from
The Premium Channels

1

w

Ires

ENT SALE

5 CHANNELS
For BGSU programming of Special Events, Activities,
Campus Information and Announcements.

Call Us About Our
Specials - Deals - Bonus

Free
(Remote

INCLUDING:

"SCHOLASTIC YEAR
SUPER SPECIAL"
A value of $191.37 for only $ 144.951

with the
'FIRST SEMESTER
DEAL"
A value of $95.42 for only $74.95

"Scholastic Year
Super Special"

'PREMIUM PROMOTION
SPECIAL"
Great Savings for Premiums of Your Choice

SEE YOU at the

4*<«ttt^l

Tuesday, September 11. 1990

Wood Cable TV
118 N. Main St.
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tell they were used Conn- find quality brand name furniture for every
room in your home, and save like never hcfi>rc - up to 70'*. off original
list prices! But hurry: many items arc one-of-a-kind. Shop Globes lent Sale
today: and furnish your home or office at a "tent'itt the original price.
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BG Fall Sports:

BO New»/Paul Vernon

BO Mewt/John Grieshop

TOP LEFT: Sophomore wide reclever David Hanklns (right) and freshman Hanker Rameir Martin go head-to-head In a workout last Tuesday. TOP RIGHT: Junior back Kerry Zobel tries to keep the ball away
from senior midfielder and co-captain Andrew Arthurs during a recent
soccer practice. The soccer team opens Its season on September 2 In
Maine. BOTTOM LEFT: Freshman split end Darnell Stolen looks the ball
In during last Tuesday's practice. Staten will challenge Mark Szlachclc for playing time at split end. BOTTOM RIGHT: Sophomore Mltzl Sanders (left) and junior Lisa Mlka go up for a block during practice at
Anderson Arena. The Falcon volleyball team will be defending its 1989
MAC Championship this fall.
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Falcons rely on stingy defense
by Matt Schroder
sports editor

If the football team improves
as much this season as it did a
year ago, the entire MidAmerican Conference will be
looking up at the first-place Falcons in the league standings.
Consider
this: In 1988,
BG stumbled its
way to just one
MAC victory.
But last year,
the Falcons
posted five conference wins —
a four-game
improvement.
White
But this
season, just a three-game improvement will elavate BG to a
perfect 8-0 conference record.
Wishful thinking? Probably.
■O M«w«/John Grleihop
But continued improvement is
Head football coach Moe Ankney talks with his team after Tuesday's coach Moe Ankney s main idea,
practice. Ankney's record Is 17-26-1 entering his fifth season.

and if the Falcons are to give the
MAC a run for its money in 1990,
the improvement must start on
defense.
Despite allowing the most
yards in the conference last
season, Ankney is counting on his
defense to be far more stingy this
fall.
"One of the strengths of our
football team will be our defense," Ankney said. "Led by our
core of inside linebackers, our defense should be much stronger
thaninthepast."
Senior Charles Dotson will lead
the linebacking core on the inside. Dotson is the Falcons' leading returning tackier with 104
stops and 65 solos in '89.

The defensive line will be without standout tackle Derrick Carr,
who was chosen by New Orleans
in the eighth round of the NFL
draft.
But line coach Bob Reublin is
banking on returning starters
Steve Wilbourne and Mark Ross
to anchor the defensive trenches.
"Wilbourne looks quicker than
last year and very ready to play,"
Reublin said. "Mark Ross at nose
guard has started two years for
us and looks ready to go again
this year. Overall we've been
blessed with more kids this
season than we've ever had on the
line."

"I need depth," Mangili said.
"But our first four should be better than last year."
Better than last year is one
phrase the Falcon offense can not
use as freely.
Only four starters are returning this season from an offense
which was third overall in the
MAC and fourth in scoring. Three
first-stringers return on the line,
leaving room for a new quarterback and two new wideouts.

The quarterback situation is
the most pressing. Seven candidates are currently competing for
Unfortunately, however, depth the starting role.
is not something BG's secondary
Defensive coordinator Kurt is overly blessed with.
In spring ball, junior Erik
Humes is looking for big things
had the inside track,
from Dotson. "Charles has been
But according to defensive White
here all summer and we will be backfield coach Mike Mangili, mainly because he boasted the
counting a lot on him to emerge Carlos Brooks (halfback), Terry most experience. In 1989, he earas our leader," Humes said. Wilson (strong safety), Dave Bie- ned his first varsity letter after
"He's not the biggest guy on the linski (free safety) and Mike throwing for 102 yards filling in
field (6-0, 205 lbs.), but he plays Haack (comer) make up a better for Rich Dackin.
with a big heart."
top four than last year.
But a shoulder injury last April
caused him to miss this season's
spring
game and assistant coach
HAIR UNLIMITED
Reggie Oliver then penciled him
143 W. Wooster
353-3281
in the number four slot on the
depth chart.
WELCOME NEW FRESHMAN!
Keep us in mind for . . .
i Your hair care needs
Reasonable Rates
g,0
Guys cuts always 5>o
iSunlan Salon
Six Beds Available
.. _
Air Conditioned
BG's original tanning facility

"We put Erik in the fourth slot
to see now he would handle it,"
Oliver said. "There is no question
he has all the tools to play the position."
^
"I don't care if I'm number one
going in or not — that's a coaching decision," the 6-5, 210 pound
White said. "I'm going to go out
and play football and whatever
happens, happens.

Bring this ad for 10% discount - thru Sept. 1990

X4
B.G.
S.U.

352-0796

HOURS: 6:00 A.M.-12:00 MIDNIGHT
MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY
SERVICE AREA: BOWLING GREEN

$

1.50 Fare

For Persons
4-64 Yrs. Of Age

Children

75 * Fare

UNDER 4 VRS OR UNDER40 IIS

For Elderly (65+)/
Handicapped Persons

Ride Free Of Charge
with adult.

Transit Identification Card Required'

Child must ride in Child Restraint

VAN WITH LIFT AVAILABLE: Wheelchair Access & Group Seating Available5"'5 f"m"M
•Transit Identification Cards Available At Grants Administrators Office By Appt. Only.

Call 354-6203 For More Information

Ph. 353-5841

Let Driver Know
How Many Persons
Will Be Riding

SERVICE PROVIDER:
RICHARD RAMOS

This service is financed i
part from an operating assistance grant from the
Ohio Department ol
Transportation

"Ramos Taxi"
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BACK TO SCHOOL

ELECTROniCS
SALE

WELCOME BACK TO BGSU
AND WINTHROP TERRACE!

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
STUDENT SERVICES BUILDING
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CAMPUS SHUTTLE

AUG. 22 - SEPT. 7
Cassettes • Calculators • Walkmans • Batteries • Headphones
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You've been waiting for
From our 3 Great Locations!!
(residents only)
Furnished & Unfurnished
Free Heat and Water
Laundromats

1 & 2 Bedroom Apts.
1 & 2 Full Baths
24 hr. Maintenance

Call today 352-9135
400 Napolean Rd.

BASF - 90 - 85*

SHARP 509D- $ 11.95
V

CASIO FX 250B - $9.79
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TEXAS INSTRUMENTS - HEWLETT PACKARD
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BG soccer
kicks for
NCAA's
by Chris Miller
sports writer

Soccer coach Gary Palmisano won't come right out
and say it, but one thought
has never left his mind.
The 17 years that have
passed
since the
former
Falcon
goaltender Palmi sa n o
led BG to
a 9-2 record and a
second- Palmisano
straight
NCAA Tournament bid have
brought a lot of changes.
But there has always been
one big constant in Palmisano's head — get back to
the NCAA tournament.
And this is the year that
many, including Palmisano,
believe the Falcons have a
legitimate shot at reac
the goal Palmisano help
accomplished in the 1972
and '73 seasons.
D See Soccer, page 23.
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Falcon volleyball champs
defending conference title
by Steve Eaiton and Jamie Jou
sports writers

The Mid-American Conference champion
women's volleyball team will look to defend its title with rock-solid defense.
Rather than trying to replace
GTE first-team Academic AilAmerican Linda Popovich with
one person, the Falcons will depend on overall team power and
speed to maintain their grasp on
the MAC trophy.
Coach Deniae Van De Walle
enters her eighth year with high
expectations toward the upcom- Van De Walle
ing season.
I always expect us to be in
contention for the MAC title each year, and from
what I've seen this spring I have no reason to expect anything different," she said.
Last year's success earned her a third MAC
Coach of the Year award. During her tenure at BG,
she has compliled an outstanding 123-89 record.
Juniors Lisa Mika and Tammy Schiller will inherit the leadership roles that were vacated by
Popovich and Sherri Fella.
Mika displaved her strength at the net leading
the team in solo blocks (36) and block assists (91).
After leading the MAC with a .375 hitting percentage as a freshman, Mika continued to display her
prowess at the net with a .283 percentage.
Schiller finished a close second to Mika with 32
solos and exhibited power with her team-leading
396 kills and 47 service aces.
In an attempt to gain valuable playing experience, Schiller participated in national competition

via the Olympic Sports Festival as a member of
the silver medal winning West volleyball squad.
The selection to the West team followed her
sophomore season in which she was named firstteam AU-MAC and second-team All-Mideast.
Following Mika and Schiller, the team is comprised mostly of sophomores and freshmen.
Sophomore Carey Amos probably has the
biggest responsibility as she sets out to replace the
talented Popovich.
"It's going to be hard," Amos said. "I ran the
offense this spring and feel that the team has adjusted to me well.
Playing one of the most important roles on this
year's team is sophomore defensive specialist
Amy Morgan who had 104 digs last season.
Sophomore Holli Costein can also be expected to
fill a crucial role this year. After playing only 69
games in a season shortened by a knee injury, she
is anxious to pick up where she left off (133 kills, 16
service aces).
Julie Fortkamp and Mitzi Sanders round out the
rest of the Falcons returning players and are expected to back-up Schiller and Mika.
The newcomers to the team are freshmen Nicky
Mudrak and Lori Tate, as well as Michigan State
transfer Elizabeth Williams.
Mudrak and Tate can be expected to contribute
on the front line, while Williams will spend most of
her playing time at setter.
Providing the chief competition for the Falcons
this year will be archrival Western Michigan. The
Broncos will be looking to avenge last year's
defeat which broke its 98-match MAC winning
streak and in turn ended their eight-year reign as
MAC champions.
The Falcons will offer open tryouts Sept.3 at 6
p.m. at Anderson Arena. Please call the athletic
department before tryouts at 372-2401.

Hioto by/Paul Verne*
Freshman volleyball player Nicky Mudrak bumps a ball toward the
front line during Wednesday night's practice.

Take Hills Everyday Low Prices
Back To School With You.
SOUD COLOR SHEET SETS

BLANKET

PILLOW

MATTRESS PAD

No Iron, easy care. Cotton/polyester
blend. Twin.

100% polyester. Non-allergenic. Machine
washable. Twin.

American FibertilP. Non-altergenic.
20"x26" standard size.

Machine washable, with extra wide
elasticized band. Twin.

SHOWER CURTAIN

SHOWER CURTAIN
& HOOK SET

WINDOW SHADES
Cut your exact size FREE! 37% " max
width. White.

TERRY TOWEL ENSEMBLE

100% vinyl, in assorted patterns
& styles, era.

6'x6' vinyl curtain with matching plastic
hooks. Assorted patterns.
f~

597

""

Light Filtering

197

Room Darkening

2»

Choose from 6 solid colors. 90% cotton/
10% polyester.
Bath25"x42" 1.94
Hand 17-x25" 1.84
Wash12"x12" .97

every day

t
TRAVEL PILLOW

TEXTURED FLOOR CUSHIONS

TERRY KITCHEN TOWEL

Hypo-altergenie. Perfect for rooms,
vans, cars, TV rooms.

100% cotton cover. Neutral shades to
match all settings. 27"x27".

100% cotton. Fringed ends. Wide
assortment of patterns. 15"x26".

197

|97

I every day

'everyday
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Nobody Beats Hills!
We will match any local competitor's current
advertised price on the same item:simply brine in their id.
Double and triple coupons, clearance and flat percentage oft
promotions are excluded
(See service desk tor details)
There's Mo Risk To Shopping At Hills.

m

Woodland Mall - Newton Road & Route 25
9:30-10 Monday-Saturday/11-6 Sunday
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Cross Country leader sought
byCharinToil
•ports cdxor

If competition brings out the
best in an athlete, the 1990 men's
cross county team's biggest problems won't be dealing with lack of
intensity.
It's only problem might be
finding room to
run.
After being
led by former
Falcon Mike
McKenna and
senior Brian
Donnelly last
season, coach .
Sid Sink said he Slnl<
expects a logjam for the top seven spots.
"I don't know who will be our
number-one runner this season,
but that's not a bad situation to be
In." said Sink, who Is beginning

his sixth season at the helm. "I
think we will be running more in
packs."
According to Sink, four Falcons
should battle for the top spot are
seniors Donnelly, John Wodarski,
Dan Fulmer and Jon Monheim.
Donnelly was BG's top finisher
in the 1989 Mid-American Conference Championship, crossing the
line 18th.
In that meet, which was run on
the Falcons' home course, BG
was expected to make a run for a
top-four finish, but instead fell to
a dismal sixth place.
"We all felt disappointed with
last season's finish, Sink said.
"We thought we should have done
better, but I think we may use
that help us to bounce back this
season.
Other runners who Sink said
will challenge the pack include
junior Keith Madaras and sophomore Todd Black.
Although Sink said it will difficult, he believes three or four of

M I 11 M
TTTm
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the 12 freshmen may also contribute.
While the men's team will be
striding for a strong team effort,
the women look to stay healthly
after an injury plagued season.
Steve Price, who worked as an
assistant coach for both cross
country and track last season, inherits coaching duties from Sink,
who had coached the women
since 1978.
Price said he hopes to lower the
injuries on the team by changing
their training methods.
"We're going to do a lot less
training in spikes," he said.
"When you train in spiked shoes
you have little support. We're going to do a lot more running in
flats (shoes)."
Two runners who hope to benefit from this are seniors Laura
Schultes and Tracy Gaerke.
Schultes, who was an All-MAC
performer as a sophomore,
missed two races and ran with a
foot injury last season, while
Gaerke s season was cut short
after having foot surgery.

Three other runners Price believes should challenge are senior
Carolyn Goins, sophomore Cheri
Triner and freshman Teri Prescott.
Prescott was a two-time Most
Valuable Player for Ansonia High
School's cross country team In
west central Ohio.
"She's kind of a sleeper," Price
said. "But an advatage in
women's cross country over
men's is they run the same distance in college that they did in
high school.
A good high school runner can
often make an impact right
away."
An impact is exactly what
Price hopes his team can make
the next tew years.
"I would like for us to be in the
top three in the conference in the
next two years and to be number
one in three years."

If both avoid injuries, they
could set the pace on this years
squad, according to Price.
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Tennis team nets
youthful players
by Deborah Hippie
assistant managing editor

The men's tennis team will rely on possibly the most talented
group of recruits it's ever had, according to head coach Gene Orlando.
The Falcons lost two of their top six players last season, one
due to ineligibilty and another to misconduct, Orlando said. Although the team finished in last place, Orlando said it was a
period of learning for the team.
"We weren't the team we first started off to be, but we stayed
competitive throughout the season," he said. "We gained experience and maturity through the situation."
This year, freshman recruits Todd Koehler, Rich Watson, Jim
Snyder and Jeff Huffman will add some light to the team. Orlando said this year's recruits are the best he has seen in ten
years.
"These (recruits) are coining in a level better ... and coming
in with a lot of experience," he said.
Orlando said If other teams look to the Falcon's previous
season, they will be surprised at what BG will do this season.
The other teams"are going to find out the hard way," he said.
"Coaches that have done their homework will recognize us as
moving up."
Although the conference matches are over, other invitationals
offer new recognition for the team. Orlando said the Ohio Winter
Collegiate Sept. 28-30 in Cleveland, the BGSU Fall Invitational
Oct. 13-14 and the ITSA Regional Qualifier Nov. 9-11 in South
Bend, Ind. could show the team's true potential —especially the
ITSA Regional Qualifier.
"It's the
basically the

;est tournament and all the best compete ... it's
- AA of tennis,'' he said.

Although the team may not reach the number-one slot in the
conference this year, Orlando said Falcons fans will definitely
become more optimistic with their performance.
"They're a young team, but the players have a lot of potential," he said.

Welcome to B.G.S.U.
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OHIO UNIVERSITY

1:30 pm

Homecoming

WE GLADLY ACCEPT CHECKS
AND CREDIT CARDS

EASTERN MICHIGAN 7:00 pm
Student Appreciation Day

NOTE: When the varsity hockey team is playing
at home, public skating will not be available.

OCT 27

MIAMI
Varsity BG Day

1:30 pm

Rates for public skating are as follows:

WESTERN MICHIGAN
Parent's Day

1:30 pm
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CHILDREN (12 and under)
BGSU STUDENTS (with ID. card)
13 and Over
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BY THE MEMORIAL HALL TICKET OFFICE OR CALL 372-2762.
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Soccer

23

Falcons

D Continued from page 21.
But even with all the expectations placed on the Falcons after
their 12-3-3 mark last year, Palmisano remains somewhat reluctant to start talking about NCAA
tourney bids.
"I don't think we'll sneak up on
anybody this year," he said. Our
entire team has to be ready to
play on game day. No one's going
to lay down for us this year."
In his 12 years of coaching,
Palmisano has coached the Falcons to a 121-76-19 record and
seven seasons with 10 or more
wins, including a 16-3-1 mark in
1963.
Yet, BG has not been invited
back since dropping the firstround game to defending champion St. Louis in 1973.
Still, Palmisano knows the Falcons have the potential to break
the tournament drought.
"If you ask me if I think we
have the talent, ability and depth
to get to our goal, then I would
say yes," Palmisano said. "But if
you ask me if we'll need a lot of
luck and help to get there, I would
definitely say yes to that, too.
"There are just too many
things that can happen during the
course of a season.
It is that kind of guarded optimism Palmisano will take into
the season that features one of the
school's toughest schedules ever.
BG opens with potential top 20
team Syracuse Sept. 2 in the
Maine Kick Off Tournament and

also will clash with top teams
from Indiana, Brooklyn, Tulsa
and Dartmouth.
"Our outer region games are a
little stronger than last year and
our region is loaded with quality
programs," Palmisano said.
But we can't overlook the other
teams on the schedule. Our approach and effort has to be consistent for everyone we play."
But the Falcons won't go into
the season unarmed. BG returns
14 of 20 lettermen from last year,
while losing only one starter.
Forwards Rob Martella, Kyle
Royer and Ken Sorensen combined for 24 goals and 16 assists
last year. Martella ended the
season tied for fifth on the BG
single-season scoring list with 30
points on 11 goals and eight assists.
But that's not all Martella did.
He was named top forward in the
state as well as a second team
All-Mideast performer. All as a
freshman.
"Last year's results speak for
themselves," Palmisano said of
Martella. "He had a great
season, but people will be more
aware of him this year. I don't
think opponents expected a whole
lot from a freshman starting at
center (forward), but he quickly
made an impression."
Royer, a senior co-captain, has
been slowed in practice by a
sprained ankle, but is expected to
return to the form that has placed

him in the top 10 scorers at BG.
Sophomore forward Bob Boyle
started late in the season and
added 11 points (five goals, one
assist) after an early-season inJury.
The three starting halfbacks
are also intact. Senior co-captain
Andrew Arthurs mans the
middle, while junior Chris Iantoni
and sophomore Brian Ferguson
are on the outside.
Iantoni and Ferguson add
quickness to the lineup while
Ferguson also passed out a teamhigh 10 assists. Junior Steve Cain
has also impressed Palmisano.
The defensive backfield also returns ensemble after a solid
season last year. Five sophomores — Chris Williams, Brian
Bonham, Ryan Dell, Brian Lord
and Jim Konrad — will get the
majority of action after allowing
only 15 goals last year.
That leaves goalkeeper, now
vacated with three-time All-Ohio
and all-region selection Mickey
Loescher's graduation. The former Falcon owns the school records in wins (42) and shutouts
(27).
With Loescher gone, the duties
fall on two-year backup Greg
Murphy.
"Mickey was a great player,
but the worst thing you can do is
compare players, Palmisano

. Continued from page 20.
"I won't lie and say I don't want to be the man in there at Cincinnati
(BG's opening game), but I am going to give it all I have and hopefully
the best man will win," White added.
The Falcons will be hard pressed to replace the 141 catches, 2041
yards, and 14 touchdowns the trio of Ron Heard (first team AU-MAC),
Reggie Thornton (second team), and tight end Kyle Hockman (honorable mention) provided.
But after spring workouts, assistant coach Todd Fitch thinks he has
found the team's two starting wideouts and several quality backups.
"We went into spring ball looking to get some guys experience and
get a good two deep at each position. I think we did that," Fitch said.
Junior Mark Szlachcic will get the call at split end. At 6-6, he will
provide a big target for the passer.
Senior Alien Smith will likely start at flanker. Smith is the lone
fourth-year wideout and scored a touchdown against Miami last year.
Senior Pat Jackson will replace Hockman at tight end. Jackson, a
"We still have to go through a two-time Academic All-American, will make the switch from playing
lot of hurdles to get to the pot of defense last year.
With inexperience bleeding from the quarterbacks and receivers,
gold at the end of the rainbow."
the Falcons may have to rely on the running game to carry the offense
in the early going.
After rushing tor 564 yards and three touchdowns as a true freshman last year, tailback Leroy Smith is also the Falcon's top returning
receiver.
Senior starting fullback Jim HoweU will be backed up by secondyear man Chris Beier.
Ankney is high on this fall's group of offensive lineman. Billy Horn
BG News.
should start at center, Brian Sherman at right guard, Nick Sims at
right tackle, Steve Bosko at left guard, and Matt Kregel at left tackle.
keeps yotl
The kicking game will be another bright spot for BG. Two-time AUMAC punter Cris Shale is back, but standout place-kicker Jason Zeller
Lip to (kite!
is not.
However, Ankney is confident either junior Todd Powell or newcomer Brian Lever will fill Zeller's kicking shoes very well.

said. "Murphy's worked hard and
it's his turn to write his own chapter here."
While the Falcons have the individual talent to be successful,
Palmisano knows that's not all it
will take for BG to get back to the
tournament.
"To get to our ultimate goal,
everybody has to take a step
toward improving," he said.
"The resources are there and
there's no question we can be
successful. The question is at
what level.

V
with a 32 oz.
reg. 99'
drink purchase

WELCOME TO BOWLING GREEN!

offer good thru
Sept. 10, 1990
or while supplies last

Try Our All You Can Eat Dinners & Our Weekend Specials!
week 1
Mexican

Sunday
Brunch
Buffet

Oriental
Night

Night

•3.93

Italian
Night

Specie
Snow Crob Platt.f
Platt*

Prim* Rib

3/4 lb

Dinner Specials

•6.93

King Cut
•12.95

•4.99

•4.99

•4.99

•4.99

Prim. Mb
Dinn.i Specials

All You Con Eot

All You Con lot

All You Con Eol

All You Con Eal

King Cul '12.95
Ou..n Cul '11.93

Y^crWlax} ^WW
Bowling

PERCH

GK'('H

(during same visit only)
CELEBRATING THE MTV MUSIC VIDEO AWARDS SEPT. 6,1990 9 p.m.

Queen Cut
•11.95

TACO 'BELL

Daily Luncheon Bullel

352-5211
1550 E. Woosti-i Si

COLLECT ALL FOUR!
FREE REFILLS!

320 E. Wooster, B.G.

5.25

B G

Ion

Fi i

I In in

Loft Rentals Available
Call 353-LOFT(5638) 10:00am to 8:00pm
to schedule your FREE Assembly

?p

354-1155

HOURS: Sun., Mon. & Tues. 10-1 a.m.; Wed. & Thurs. 10-2 a.m.;
Frl. & Sat. 10-3 a.m.

Come Join the Party Headquarters!

COCONUT BEACH CLUB
MM£s 25481 Dime Highway
T

Perrysburg. onio

(419) ■ 874 ■ 2253

4sf&
1 bed loft
Fall sem. rental $60
yearly $85

WEDNESDAY!

Bring Valid Student I.D. and Receive
$2.00 Discount for the Hottest Male
and Hottest Female Reviews in N.W.
Ohio. This Wed. the Famous Female
Review Fantasia of Golumbus and
Male Review Riske' Business!
(Doors Open at 8:00 p.m.)

THURSDAY!

Live Rock and Roll Night!
Attention B.G. Students! - Beer!
Complimentary Keg of Beer for
Students 21 and Older.
(Courtesy of Rettig Bro. Furniture.)
Come and Join the Festivities!!
Come and enjoy our nightly drink
specials!

FRIDAY
AND
SATURDAY!

Come Dance to the Hottest Dance
Music in Town!
"Let's get Busy!"
Win lots of cash and prizes!

2 bed suspended loft
Fall sem. rental S120
yearly $170

• CASH REBATE *
$10 (per yr.) on 1 bed loft / $35 (per yr.) on 2 bed loft
for first 800 orders
NO SECURTIY DEPOSIT for first 800 orders
FREE Loft Ladders ($20 value)
for first 200 orders

* Guaranteed Lowest Rental Rate! *

2 bed suspended loft design offered exclusively by:

Lofts Unlimited
(Rental and Sales)
500 Lehman Ave.
Bowling Green, OH 43402
3S3-LOFT(5638)

18 and over always welcome!
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Classifieds

how
Your'Type

CAMPUS a CITY EVENTS
BQSU students needing xiternehtoe preen
cume or vcejntoei placement lor fel 1090,
spring or summer 1001. ere invraed to moot
local service agency paraormal on Wedneeday.
September 5. I'om e 30 p.m • 7 30 p m at
Uncled CnrMan Feaowship Cantor.
RUoa 4 ThuraOn Slraato 01352-7634

ELECTION OF OFFICERS
nanau ALPHA
POLITICAL SCCNCE HONORARY. ROOM ED
210, 7:30 PM. SEPTEMBER 11TH

Join hundrada ol lormar BQSU sruderKs in ex
perlenong meaningful volunteer plaoamanto.
Meeting lor volunteers to tutor cntdren. leech
eduKa rearing and wnong. or work with mamaty
and pnyalcaaV handtoappad aduaa aiMot
Wedneeday. September 5. from 0:00 p.m p 7 00 p m at UrUtod Chretien Fetowahip
Cantor, comar Rtoga 1 ThuratW Straata Cat
362-7634

FALCONETTE TRYOUTSl

TRY OUT FO« aoau'a FWCMION

aKATwa

TEAMI ICE ARENA/AIM. M, $E»T 4. SEPT.
• AI 10 PM. FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL
MRS. ■ARACR AT I72-H04 AMD LEAVE A
MEMAOE

Chmeee 101. 8 30 MTWR
Sad 10782

Instructor: Ms Wu

PERSONALS

Pbs6crip»* Fonts
Avant Garde Book
Avant Garde Book Oblique
A vrjnf Garde Demi
Avon/ Gtrde Demi OoMque
Bouhous ught
Bouhous Medium
Bouhow dami

Berkeley Oldstyle Book
Be iftrlcy Oldstyle Book Hake
Berkeley Oldstyle Medium
Berkeley Oldstyle Italic
Berkeley Oldstyle Bold
Berkeley Oldstyle Bold Italic
Berkeley Oldstyle BLck
Berkeley Oldstyie Black Italic
Bodoni
Bodoni Italic
Bodoni Bold
Bodoni Bold Italic
ItfadPMMr
Bookman Light
Bookman Light Italic
Bookman Demi
Bookman Demi Italic
Century Old Style
Century Old Style Italic
Century Old Style Bold
Clearface Regular
Clearface Regular Italic
Clearface Bold
Clearface Hold Italic
Clearface Heavy
Clearface Heavy Italic
Clearface Black
Clearface Black Itelic
Courier
Courier Oblique
Couriax Bold
Courier Bold Qbliqum
Futura
Futura Oblique
FoturoHeovy
Fukjro Heavy Oblique
Fwtwra Ixtra aWM
Fvtvrm Ixfro BoM Ok4.
Garamond Light
Garamond Light Italic
Garamond Bold
Garamond Bold Italic
Helvetica
Helvetica Oblique
Helvetica Bold
HelvetlcaBold Oblique
Helvetica Light
Helvetica Light Oblique
Helvetica Black
Helvetica Block Oblique
Helvetica Condensed Light
Helvetica Condensed Light Oblique
Helvetica Condensed
Helvetica Condensed Oblique
Helvetica Condensed Bold
Helvetic* Condensed Bold Oblique
Hahetlci Coaemsed Black
Helvetica Coed. Black ObHoue

«*«-«•Italia Book
Italia Medium
Italia Bold
ITC Cheltenham Book
PC Cheltenham Book Italic
ITC Cheltenham Bold
ITC Cheltenham Bold Italic
ITCKabelBook
ITC Kabel Medium
ITC Kabel Demi
ITC Kabel Bold
nXKabciUNra
Korinna Regular
Korinna Kurslu Regular
Korinna Bold
Korinna Kursio Bold
New Cent Schlbk. Roman
New Cent. Schlbk. Italic
New Cent. Schlbk. Bold
New Cent. Schlbk. B. Italic
Optima
Optima Oblique

Optima Bold
Optinu Bold Oblique
Palatine Roman
Paklino Italic
Pal atino Bold
I'alatino Bold Italic
Sent Gorhtc Light
Serif Gothic
Serif Gothic Dotd
Set« Gothic Extra Bold
Sent Gothic Heovy
aetv ejoaac Btedi
Souvenir Light
Souvenir Light Italic
Souvenir Demi
Souvenir Demi Italic
Iv/uBoX (Symbol)
Tlffiury
Tiffany Italic
Tiffany Demi
Tiffany Demi Italic
THtaanr Heavy
TVfamn aWaep Italic
Times Roman
Times Italic
Times Bold
Times Hold Italic
Zapf Chancery Medium Italic
+*S*0«YA iZapf Dingbats)

American Classic
American Classic Bold
■art
Avant Garde Extra Light
Avant Garde Medium
Avant Oarde Bold
Bouhous Light
Bouhous Medium
Bouhous Bold
Bodoni Bold No. 2
Bookman Light
Bookman Medium
Bookman Bold
IrandlflQ Iron
Clearface Regular
Clearface Bold
Clearface Heavy

Cm.mt&tl
IMBKMI
English Times
English Times Italic
F.nf lish Times Bold
English Times Bold Italic
Futuro Light
Futura Medium
Futura Bold
rpeat BoooKt (Greek Bodoni)
Helios II Light
Helios
Hello* Bold
Hobo Bold
Italia Book
Italia Medium
Italia Bold
Kabel Book
Kabel Medium
Kabel Bold
Korinna Regular
Korinna Extra Bold

News No. 3
News Bold No. 3
Oracle
Oracle Bold
OBIb English
Quorum BoM
ftapbael
Serif Gothic Regulor
Serif •othk Heavy
Jorit aotfOc Outttno
Souvenir Light
Souvenir Medium
Souvenir Demi
Stymie Light
Stymie Medium
Stymie Bold
Windsor Light
Windaor Bold

With over 178 typefaces in 55 different families, the UnJGraphics
type collection is continually expanding to offer the type you need.
Whether you need type output for i desktop publishing job, type for
a new brochure, or just a line of type to replace on existing art—
we know your type.

UniGroohks
21 1

West Hall

372-7418

INTRAMURAL SOFTBALL OFFICIALS
NEEDED: MANDATORY CLINIC - TUESDAY.
SEPT. 4. 7-10:30 PM APPLY IN 108 STUDENT REC CENTER
Welcome Back Ladles
For al your Mary Kay apadat naada can Pam
Eyai 352-4015 anytlma

WANTED
Male or lemale rrrrte lo share 4 bdrm. houee.
$250 par month Vary moe house near cam
pua Please cell 354-5031
.

THE BIG NAME
IN FAST FOOD.
Get a taste ol the big time. With your favorite Subway subs
— jam-packed on fresh baked bread and piled high with free
fixin's Come to Subway. We're making a big name for ourselves in fast food.

limii t Coupon
r*r CvUOflwjr
Vivi

Cornpugraphic 8600 Fonts

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE SOFTBALL (M) SEPT. 4; SOFTBALL (W.C.) • SEPT 8; TENNIS
(W SOLS. DBLS. M DBLS) - SEPT 11: GOLF
|M DBLS) ■ SEPT 11 ALL ENTRIES DUE BY
4.00 PM IN 108 SBC

SUBWAY'S
BMT.

BUY ONE

6" Sandwich
Salad
iandwich or Small Sail

828 S. MAIN
Bowling Green

354-2608

GET ONE FREE
With the Purchase of a Medium Soft Drink

CASEY'S la a belter place lo work
Flax hra. - anon anilta available
362-0113 ' 1025 N Main

INTERESTED M ASIA?
STUDY CHINESE THIS FALL

WELCOME PNEaHMCNI Wa would ska to «vlto you to fain ua at our COLLEGE UFE meeting avary Thuraday at 8:00 pm In room 116 ol
ma Education BUg Coma and aaa what tha
EXCITEMENT la al about Sponaorad by Cam
pua Cruaada tor ChrW.

BabyaNIIno In my homa
S CohoaDma
353 B358

ChMdcare Tuee. I Thura. from 3-6pm*
Car ana" Experience
Cel 362-8800
Daytime dxwiweeher needed; Mr* 11-2. Tuee
thru Fri No nights - No weekends Pleasant
wortung conditions Mart provided Apply in
person Bowling Green Country Oub. 023
FalrvlewAve Aa> lor Jim or Ed.
EMPLOYMENT AVAILABLE
FULL-TIME AND PART-TIME
DURMQBO.su CLASSES
Our company la seeking employees to perform
unskaed light production work Flexible noun:
Open 7 day* a week, morning, afternoon and
evening shifts Plant location la only 2 blocks
from B G S U. campus Tha rate ol wage is
$3.80 par hour. N Interested pick-up an application at the company office. ADVANCED
SPECIALTY PRODUCTS, INC . 428 Ctough
SI . Bowing Green
OH 43402. (410)
354-2844
Student Managerial Poamon
$100 per week. 10 hra par week Flexible
work hours Bonus incentlvea that should
double aalary. For more Info call
1 800-245-3087
Wattreaeee available to work days a weekends
Apply at the EM Oub btwn 2-4pm. M-F 200
Campbel HE Rd. 362-2140.

Roommate wanted Female needed to ahere 1
bedroom apartment CMC 354-8768.

FOR SALE

HELP WANTED

1081 Citation Hatchback
AC AM/FM Automatic
Good condition 363-2080

Babysitter needed lor lal semester Transportation and experience preferred Flexible hours
Can 353-2080
Babysitter needed Ian aemealer In home near
campus 11:16 • 6:30 Mon » Wed. Cat
352-0300

1087 Mercury Merkur XR4TI Excel cond.
Only 22.000 maaa, red. turbo, auto , al power,
sunioot. leather Interior. Asking $8200.00.
Call-424-2044

FOR RENT
Room tor rent (female, UtBrJea included Cloae
to downtown and campus Call 352-2867
avenlnga.

